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REXDALE ON

COVER STORY
In this article
describe how a
simple program and a Commodore 64 can
provide valuable assistance In analysing
nuclear power reactors.
INTRODUCTION
A CANDU nuclear power reactor is a
beautiful thing. Innovative design and engineering have made Canada's reactor the
best peformlng reactor In the world .

Safety standards In the nuclear industry are among the highest. Studies and
analyses are constantly being made to
make sure that even in the event of
highly unlikely system failures no harm will
come to the public or to the people workIng at the reactor site.

program that displays the picture of the
reactor on the monitor and then . if required. print the picture on a page . With a
modem all the required data can
be
downloaded from the large computer after
the simulation program has been run. The
whole process becomes automatic. Now instead of wading through eight inches of
output the analyst can start off by scanning through "snapshots" of the accident on
the computer monitor. Given enough data.
and letting the program run continuously.
it's
almost
like
watching
a
movie.
Important times can be noted. and the
program run again. this time getting hard
copies. Great fun.

work at Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited. I. and the people I work with.
simulate hypothetical accidents in CANDU
nuclear power plants. This is how we
demonstrate
the
effectiveness
of
the •
safety systems designed into the plant.

-·-

To do these analyses I run large computer
programs
on
a
large
computer
<Control
Data
Corporation
Cyber
170
Series. Model 175>. Not surprisingly. the
output from these programs can be quite
thick. The information contained within the
output must be examined . understood and
then put Into a form so that it can be
easily presented to and understood by
other people.
Standard plots with time along the X
axis. of course are a great help. There Is
no better way of showing such items as
fuel temperature . fluid pressure and so on.
Still. from these plots it's hard to get a
feel for the overall picture of what's happening . As a result. analysts have taken to
drawing si mple pictures of the reactor.
producing
"snapshots"
for
given
times.
These pi ctures
have proven to be a .
great aid in understanding and presenting
results. The only problem is that making
them is time-consuming and tedious.
This is
out.
helps

where the Commodore 64
It was
easy
to
write
a
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Patrick Hawley and a large printout that the descnbed
C-64 program helps replace.

CANDU Reactors
Before going further let me briefly
de scribe how a CANDU power reactor
works. It' s really quite simple . Basically a ll
a reactor does is boil water to make
steam
sort of like a kettle. From that
steam. a turbine can generate electricity.
Figure l

shows a simple diagram of a
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CANDU nuclear reactor. Coolant <heavy
water> is pumped around a continuous loop
made of pipes . The coolant transfers heat
from the fuel
<uranium oxide> to the
steam generators. The region of the reactor which contains the fuel is called the
core. In the steam generators the coolant
gives up its heat by making water boil to
produce steam . The steam is then used to
drive a turbine which drives the generator to produce electricity.

STEAM PIPES

STEAM
GENERATORS
PRIMARY PUMPS

The loop which contains the coolant Is
called the primary heat transport loop. A
common hypothetical accident involves a
break somewhere in this loop. This Is the
type of accide.n t that I simulate.
REACTOR ACCIDENT SIMULATIONS
In the event of a break the reactor
trips <trips means power Is turned om . The
coolant escapes out the break so cold
water <called emergency core coolant or
ECC
for
short>
is
Injected
into the
primary heat transport loop. By simulating
the accident on the large computer we can
predict all the important parameters concerning the reactor during the break.
These
parameters
Include · fuel
temperature. coolant pressure . time of ECC injection . flows etc. A large part of my job
is to take the computer output. understand it. and put together a package of
text. plots and figures so that other
people can easily understand It as well.
COMMODORE 64 DISPLAY
It Is important that the fuel doesn't get
too hot in the event of an accident.
Therefore a fundamental objective of the
analysis Is to determine If at any time
coolant is not flowing over the fuel and
how effective the ECC system Is In mainta ining a water supply to the core. Thus.
at any given time. we want to know
where the coolant is and where the ECC
water Is going. To do this. analysts draw
pictures which show the primary heat
transport loop.

Figure 1

[J

LIGHT WATER STEAM

[J

LIGHT WATER CONDENSATE

~ HEAVY WATER COOLANT

CJ
page
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The picture of the loop Is filled In
solid to show a liquid region . slashed to
show . a region of steam/water mixture and
blank for a steam region . ECC flows <ECC
is injected lntd each header> and the
flows
through
the
core
and
steam
generators are noted so that the finished
picture gives a good general Idea of the
conditions at that gtve11 time. Figure 2
shows a hand-drawn picture of a primary
heat transport loop showing the conditions at 62 s In time for a complete
break In one of the reactor core Inlet

COVER STORY
Time 62

•

Uquid

0

Steam

s

~ Two Phase

Figure

2:

100%

Reactor

Inlet

pipes. A number of these pictures are
usually contained within a report to help
explain the results of a particular break analysis.
Using the graphics available on the
Commodore 64 keyboard. it was easy to
put all this Information into a video display as shown on the cover of this
month's TORPET. In these pictures the
colour blue represents regions of liquid.
green a steam water mixture <two-phase>.
and red regions of steam.
One of the advantages of using a
micro computer is that. since it is all
automated. many pictures can be made and
displayed. Low- resolution graphics are all
that' s required to produce these displays.
Thus . even a program written in BASIC can
display , new pictures fast enough <approx.
3/s)
so
that a
cartoon-like
effect
is
created . Three of the pictures on the
cover show the story of a break that was
simulated to occur in a reactor core inlet pipe (if you're wondering. RIH stands
for reactor inlet header and a 20% RIH
break is a break that is equal in flow area
to 20% of the flow area of a reactor in-

Header Bread Void and Flow Map
let header). At first the primary heat
transport loop partially empties and steam
forms. Then. after ECC is injected. the
steam is "pushed" out the break and the
system refills.
Tnere is one other picture on the
cover from the Commodore 64 display. This
one .is showing the results from a complete reactor core inlet pipe break at time
56 s. The display is in the stop/start. mode ·
so ECC. steam generator and core flows
are also displayed <the numbers would be
chang ing too fast to be readable in the
continuous display mode>. Positive ECC flow
is nominally taken to be into the primary
heat
transport
loop
and
positive
flow
within the loop is nominally taken to be in
the clockwise direction:

The display alone is a valu,able tool for
analysts. Between the display and standard plots. diving into the actual computer output is minimized to the times when
very
detaHed
information
is
required.
There' are other boons as well. The computer is portable. enough that It can be
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taken to meetings and the display used
during presentations. Slides can be made
by taking pictures of the monitor screen at
a cost , of about so cents each.
HARDCOPY ROUTINE
The next step was to provide the
ability to create hardcopies with reports. It
takes about 30 minutes to draw one of
these
pictures
by
hand
so
if
the
Commodore
could
do
it
appreciable
savings could be realized in report preparation.
I wrote the hardcopy routine as two
subroutines. The first draws the primary
neat transport loop outl ine plus prints the
flows etc . The second fills in the outline
with either solid for liquid. slashed for liquid/steam mixture <two phase> or blank for
steam .
The outline routine was a straightforward printing of lines <graphics characters> on the page. It was drawn to be a
replication of the screen display only enlarged by a factor of two. The filling-in
routine is basically a screen dump expanded to fill the outline . The results
using a Commodore
1526 printer
are
shown in Figure 3. It takes about three
minutes for the computer to draw one of
these pictures but. once set up. the computer can be left to work on Its own .
There's really no need but the printing

100%
TIME

procedure could be speeded up considerably by writing
the screen
dump
routine in machine language. Usually. between five to ten of these pictures are
used in aiding the description of one
break simulation .
Considering
that
there
are
sixteen
colours and many graphics charactars that
I haven't yet used <or made> a lot more
information could be displayed. For example I could colour code the outline of
the core region in the monitor display to
show fuel temperature regimes. In fact. I
find I must refrain myself from adding so
much that the pictures become ·overloaded ". The desire Is to produce pictures which show certain features of a
break clearly and simply. I th ink that the
Commodore 64 Is capable of doing a very
nice job.
So there you go. For about $1600.
Atomic Energy of Canada analysts have
found a valuable analysis/drafting aid in the
Commodore 64 computer: And it wasn't the
complexity of the program: it was just the
idea. Imagine that.
Note: While this program will be used
at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. it . and
this article . were written by the author as a
private citizen . Therefore . any views expressed In this article are those of the
author and not necessarily those of AECL.

Rl:H
BREAK
50 SECONDS

I:1 .

~·~~ -;
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CES CHICAGO

THE SUMMER 1984 CONSUMER
ELECTRONIC SHOW IN CHICAGO
The June 1984 CES was giant and
citing as usual. Show attendance was
pected to be In excess of 90.000. In
der to make our printing deadline I
only able to be at the show for the
two days.

exexorwas
first

For those of you who do not know. the
Consumer Electronics Show takes place
twice a year. In the winter It Is In Las
Vegas and In the $ummer <June> It Is In
Chicago. The show Is not open to the
public but Is attended by departmentstore buyers. distributors and dealers from
all over the world. It Is here that manufacturers
from
all
over
the
world
demonstrate the wares that they currently
have available and that they will have available In the next six months.
In other words what
was seeing
there were the new products that will be
on the store shelves for next Christmas.
Since there were over 1.200 manufacturers
demonstrating
their
products
It
would have taken over 20 hours to see the
show If one had spent just one minute at
each booth.
Fortunately. the show Is divided Into
areas. The micro-computer area occupies
the three floors of one whole building with
some
exhibits
spilling
over
elsewhere.
There were of course many Interesting new
things to see . some of only a few of
which
we
can
report
In
this
Issue
because of time limitations. and others
which we will tell you about In future Issues.
There were many new things shown at
the show other than computers and computer software. For example the pocketbook size flat screen portable color T.V. by
Citizen Electronics. and a portable radio the
size of a 9-volt battery. The new VCR
cameras are quite exciting as are the new
video disk players. I could go on and on

but this Is a computer magazine and we
really must limit ourselves to computers.
The
computer
exhibits
were
once
again the most Interesting at the show and
once again showed greater expansion than
any other area. However. there has been
considerable shakeout In the home computer Industry.
<Texas Instruments> had a big
Tl
booth for other products but their home
computer Is of course gone. Although
TIMEX has dropped Sinclair. Sinclair was
showing their new Ql which stands for
Quantum Leap. They may be planning to
challenge Commodore for the low end
market. If they provide us with enouyh
additional Information we will pass It on to
you In future Issues.
Caleca once again had a giant booth
for the ADAM. They Insist they are going to
stay In the market. The company feels It
has received a bad press. Once again.
given sufficient Information we will try to
give you an accurate report as to what Is
happening with them.
Atarl. as usual. had a mind boggling
exhibit. The words are not used lightly as
you will be able to tell from another article In this Issue which Is dedicated to
one of their exhibits.
The only astounding thing that we
could see about the Commodore exhibit was
that they have changed the name of the
264 to the PLUS 4. Everything that we said
about that machine In the last Issue still stands.
This show was not exhibited at by
Radio Shack. IBM or Apple. The latter two
attend
another
show
called
COMDEX
which Is on at the same time. But
without their participation <and they seldom show at CES) the computer exhibitsTOAPET June-Augvst 84
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Attendance was expected to exceed 90.000 pecsons
by the fourth day of the show. We could only stay the

first couple of days because of press deadlines, but two
days were exhausting enough.

s1111 showed more growth than any other area.

manufacturers. There will undoubtedly be
many firms d isappear from this market In
the future. We won ' t name names at this
time but watch out for cha.nges.

One can also tell there Is
shakeout taking place among

a lot of
soft-ware

One of Ute silt large display floors at the 1984
SUmmw CES show in Chicago. There were also overflow
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displays into many large hotels. The mierO'-()Ofnputera had
one large building to themselves.

CES CHICAGO

KEYPORT
A New Input Device Shown At CES
Proto-types were being shown at the
CES show In June for a device called
Keyport. This new device Is supposed to be
available next fall for the Commodore.
Apple. and I.B.M. computers.
Similar in appearance to the large
Koala pad types of devices this unit may
have many practical applications. It will of
course permit very young users who cannot
type
to
Interface
with
different
programs by means of Illustrated overlays
but many adult users may find It very useful also.
Programs like word processors and
spread-sheets will be available for use
without one having to learn to use a command language. By simply pointing to the
function desired on the large pad one will
be able to control the program In the
manner that they wish. This will be even
simpler than using a •cat• or •mouse·.
Keyport
Is
a
product
of
Polytel
Computer
Products
Corporation
In
Sunnyvale. California. When
the
devices
become actually available we will report
further on them If we can get hold of one
before the next Issue.

Keyport- shown here with a graphing program Ia
proposed for use with spreadsheets. other busineaa
programs and also for primary school application&

by DAN SlOAN

TORPET June-August 84
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NEW MUSICAL KEYBOARD
INEXPENSIVE MUSICAL PROGRAM SHOWN AT CES
could hardly believe my eyes. It
looked like a music program I could actually understand. We have had many
music articles and have reported on many
such
program~
before.
But
understand
them? Never. I have to admit I am a
klutz when It comes to music. But. I have
always hoped. And now. I think there Is hope.
You have to remember that many of
the things that we see at CES are prototypes and are not on the market yet. This
Is true also of The Melodlan which will be
available for the Commodore 64 Jn the fall
at a cost of about $200 from Melodlan.
Inc. in N.Y .. N.Y.
We .e xpect to get one of the first
production units released and we plan to
have a very experienced music reviewer
write a full length article for us. If every
parent Is like myself In that I have been
looking for a program and a device that
will make music fun to learn then perhaps we have found it.

Hany B. Mendell, President, Melodian, Inc.· with - his
· invention, The Melodian Keyboard which was shown at the
CES.

THE ELECTRONIC UNIVERSITY
A

GRAND IDEA INTRODU CED

At the Winter CES in Las Vegas we
saw something that appealed to us as a
very novel and practical idea. It Is called
The Electronic University. We were most
pleased
to
find
them
again
at
the
Summer CES In June and In a much expanded form.
Briefly. the way the system works is that
you enroll for courses which you study at
home. Tests . practices. and examinations
are entered into your home computer and
are
transmitted
to your
professor
by
telecommunications. You receive his comments
and
evaluations
by
the
same
page 10
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means. Even an on-line conference with
professor
may
be ·· arranged
at
your
mutually acceptable times.
There are accredited universities that
will give you credit for courses completed through the system. Much further
enhancement and expansion appears to be
under way. We feel this service has such
potential to be very valuable to many of
our readers that we will do a further complete article on it in some f~Jure Issue.
The Electronic Unlverslty Is available
• fr-om Telelearfllng Systems. Inc. In San
Francisco. CA.

NOW AVAILABLE:

Our catalogue of 100's of useful
books- both available and forthcoming
on COMMODORE computers. Cost: $1.00
[refundable with any purchase). Send
for your copy today.

NAME:
ADDRESS: _______________,__________
THE ALBERT BRIT:->ELL :-'
~
BOOK SHOP UMITED
~
Toronto,

~

Canad~

----------------.:

(c commodore

~

.\141\' 2G6

CITY:

PAOVINCE: _______ POSTAL CODE: _ __

The key to the systemsimple but sophisticated
The problem with many computer sytems is that
they can be too complex, too confusing and too
cumbersome. So, when we started to design this
system, we decided it wouldn't fall into any of
these traps.
~~

.•
..

• Once your records ore set-up, the power of the computer can be used to manipulate them at the press of a
single key.

..no..; \

~·

..

• You can store, standard letters together with selected
information.' This letter may be sent to one, all or
selected people - you choose.
• The file can be manipulated by a SEARCH feature which
sorts out selected records a ccording to your
requirements.
• The CHANGE KEY feature allows a data file to be
re arranged (sorted) to a different sequence on any
field.
• If you con handle a manual index-cord file, then you
con handle this computer system.
Oistnbuted by:

~
705 Progrest Avenue, Unit 17
Scarborough, Ontono Ml H 2Xl
(41 6) 431 .3200

TORPET June-August 84
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You can make
use of today's
technology to make
more profit from your farm.

Farm Accounting for the Commodore 64

$199.00
Single entry, income and expense accoun·
ling wi th the ability to record quantities.
Software for accounting, crop planning,
land records and inventory available forMS·
DOS computers.

Find out how you can profit.
CALL: (306) 359-1021
226-1055 Park Street
Regina, Sask.
_.......-:~~~
S4N 5H4

HANDS-ON BASIC FOR THE COMMODORE64
by Peckham
$29.95 ·
This book provides a series of guided activities using the
hands-on method. A proven. effective way to learn BASIC
programming with a minimum of s upervision .
YOUR COMMODORE o4
by Heilborn
$20.95
This fully illustrated te~ching guide includes step-by-step
operating instructions plus an introductory tutorial on
programming in BASIC.
COMMODORE 64 FUN & GAMES
by Jeffries, Fisher and Sawyer
$16.50
A collection of 35 games and puzzles including Boswain, .
Mad. Godzilla, Yahtzee-~and Z ap - guaranteed to provide
hours of enjoyment for any C-64 user.
TOP DOWN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR YOUR VIC-20 AND COMMODORE64
by Skier
$23.50
A second-level book which moves through a complete
course in assembly language programming. developing
programs and concepts in tandem.
Available at your bookstore or
McGraw-Hill Ryerson

"Educational Software For Today's Child~"
Approved and evaluated by educators

AU ADA A
SOfTWPtAE

~flC.

P.O. Box 1394
Haileybury, Ontario POJ 1KO
(705) 672-5517

Exclusive Distributor Of:

*The Commodore Educational
Software Package
*The Ontario Software
. Educational Project
* Aurora:'s Own "Six Pack"
A Canadian Company Distributing
Canadian Produced Software

page 12
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
7he COMPRINT interlace
only S99PO
The COMPRINT interface was designed to
allow the use of any parallel pr.inter conform ing to the "Centronics" standard with
either the VIC-20* or the C-64* computers
from Commodore*.
The standard Commodore printers (such as
the VIC printer) use a method of data
encoding called " PETSCII ". The COMPRINT
interface performs a PETSCII to ASCII conversion so that most software will perform

as originally intended, and the final output
will be in understandable English. This
process requires a very intelligent interface
and for this task we chose the 8039 microprocessor. We think you will agree that it
performs the assigned function admirably.
The ability to use a printer with many more
functions than the standard Commodore
printer will expand your computing
horizons dramatically.

Available at: THE WORD STORE
689 King St. West
Toronto, Ontario
(416) 364-4121

VISA, MasterCard, and mail orders accepted.
Another quality computer accessory from
Interface Technologies Inc.

• C64. VIC-20 and Commodore are registered trademarks

of Commodore Computer International.

TORPET June-August 84
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CAN YOU TYPE?

• Numbers 1-11
• Y for Yes or N for No
• Names, Add resses
& Phone Numb ers

THEN YOU CAN RUN
K
MOORE
SOFTWARE
"Custom Software for Small Business and Home"
·MOORE SOFTWARE TOTALLY MENU DRIVEN programs for FAST ENTRY Be PROCESSING
are now availab le to you. Ea c h progra m was developed from a market sample of small
businesses from the ground-up so most can run our progra ms in minutes with our unique
QUESTION/ANSWER FORMAT. Programs can be data input or format of report MODIFIED
FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS for only $20.00. Original purehaser can get A BACK-UP
COPY for ship/handle fee of S10.00. Major rewrites or a new program by written estimate.
If any MOORE SOFTWARE program fa ils to boot and run. the original registered purchaser
gets LIFmME REPLACEMENT for ship/hand le fee of $15.00. JCM Invoice, Accounts
Receivable and Mail List INTERFACE pertinent data to each other or stand a lone . You will
enjoy our CORRECTION/DELETION/ADDITION SEQUENCE that make quic k work of each
day's entries. so you can print daily/weekly/monthly printed reports.

COMMODORE 64 TM /DISK
UNIQUE FEATURES
JCM Accounts Receivable • computes interest on overdue accounts • no interest option • M OORE SEARCH b y
a ny partia l nome or account number • p rint to screen or printer • ages a ccounts.
JCM Invoice • options for soles tax· exemptions· shipping c harg es • stores data for 10 salesmen • MOORE
SEARCH any a ccount by any item • so les tax comp iled.
JCM Mall Ust • SORTS alphabetically or by numerical Zip Code • prints labels/d irectories • MOORE SEARCH by
any nome. city, or file item.
JCM Accounts Payable • Makes you aware of Interest charging accounts/d iscount accounts to pay to sa ve you
mone y • computes interest on accounts • prints checks and description on computer form checks • partial or full
payment options.

*

JM INVENTORY • Flogs items below re-order point • instant assessment of a ll items
a nd va lues of stock • perpetual inventory using moving average method • prints
inventory reports • MOORE SEARCH.

..owc.~~~&w"&~~~.&ver~

Add ress

JM LEDGER
JMPAYROU

Mail to:

MOORE SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 736
612 S. She She
Hominy, OK 74035 US!\

Call 31 6-524·5819/405-624·2774
or (91 8·865-2131 a sk for Dove)
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JCM Ace. Receivable $69.95 0
JM Inventory
$59.95 0
JCM Mall Ust
$39.95 0
JCM Invoice
$59.95 0
JCft' Ace. Payable
$59.95 0
TOTAL $._ __

Nome

COMING SOON

*
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FREEJCM Mail Ust with this ad if you buy the
o ther four proQrams listed.
Our compliments for reading this a d .
Mclllelcard 0 VIla 0 Ameltcan Expr8ll 0
Your Signature
Account #

U.S.

CES CHICAGO

MIND OVER MACHINE
Look Ma- No hands!!
For that matter. no wires either.
A computer you can control with your mind!
I had to see it to believe it. in fact I
had to try It to believe it. That meant
pressing my way through a crowd. waving
my press badge. and standing in line for a
turn . In a show that had many fascinating items this was truly one of the
crowd gatherers.
How does the device work? Atari will
not tell you . In fact. now get this. they
won't even tell you how to work it! They
say they can't. Not because they wouldn't
like to tell . they just don 't know how to tell.
So. how does one learn to use it? You
just put the band around your head and
try. Some people catch on right away. The
demonstrator says he has seen some
peop le take as much as twenty minutes. It
took me about ten.
For me it had something to do with
how I held my teeth . No kidding. It was a
movement so slight that no one could possibly tell what I was doing. Other people
think It Is a matter of how they shift
their eyes or furl their forehead . it appears to be different from person to person . For you It might be how you wiggle
your ears.

Ed Mansfield

Anyway. eventually you find you can
make the paddle for breakout move left or
right slowly or rapidly as you may desire.
The demonstrator says it is a matter of increasing
or
decreasing
your
tension.
Increased tension makes the paddle move
to the right. Decreased tension makes It
move to the left.
At the demonstration there were three
different games. More will undoubtedly be
developed and it is possible to write your
own programs to work with the device. This
could be super for paraplegics.
I have heard of other companies with
similar devices. Behavioral Engineering In
Santa Cruz California is about to release
for the Commodore . . Apple and Atari a
game controller called
MlndReach that
works similarly to a lie detector. They are
reported to have six games available for
their device.
It is
expected that the
Behavioral Engineering device will be introduced for about $75 and the Atari one for
$150.
These new devices are undoubtedly but
the tip of the iceberg as to what we will
see in the future. In a later issue we will
try to do an article or two on biofeedback. the technique involved here. I at
one time had a government grant to
study the subject and I must say I am fascinated with the possibilities.

Mind Link. A new device from ATARI shown at the
summer CES that allows one to control the computer with their mind.

TORPET June-August 84
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MICRO ILLUSTRATOR USES
INEXPENSIVE LIGHT-PEN
D a r r i n McGugan
Shel burne, ON
One of the exciting new products that
our
editor
brought
back
for
the
Commodore-64 and the Atari from the June
1984 CES show was a light-pen package
that included a program called the Micro
Illustrator.

NEW FROM TECH SKETCH

.. "

•I'

Micro Illustrator allows you to draw hiresolution pictu res and then lets you save
these beautiful
pictures for later enjoyment. This pac kage from Tech Sketch
Inc. comes complete with a LP-1 OS light
pen. a diskette and documentation.
To
use
this
program
on
the
Commodore 64 I just loaded it in and
plugged the light pen into port # 1. The
documentation Is sufficient except for the
fact
that
the
instructions
say
to
LOAo·•· .8 which doesn't work. To load this
program you must actually LOAD"•" .8 .1.
Once it Is loaded you may hit any key. or
the button on the lightpen. and the main
menu will appear.
The main menu consists of three sections <commands. brush types and color
sets>.
Touching
the
lightpen
on
the
screen. or close to It, allows you to move
the cursor anywhere on the screen. Move
the cursor onto the command of your
choice and then press the button to make
your command selection <such as draw.
fill . frame. erase. etc.>. Next position the
cursor to your brush selection <single.
double. or triple density> and again press
the button. The default colour of the pen
will be In orange but can be changed to
any of the other fifteen colours to give
multiple colours and overlay shadings to
your drawing.
Now that you have selected your command . brush type and colour hit the
space bar to go into the drawing mode. To
escape the drawing mode hit the space

page 16
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The Tech Sketch light=pen- and The - Micro- iilustiitor"
program that were introduced at the June 1984 CES show
will be available in Canada from TC Data Inc.

bar or move the cursor off the screen and
hit its button . Using various combinations
of commands. brushes and colors you can
draw any hi-resolution drawing that you can
conjure up.
Here are some of the commands available.
DRAW
Use the lightpen to draw
freehand on the screen with whatever
brush and colour you have selected. Hold
down the button to draw and release the
button to move without drawing. ·
This allows you to point
POINT
anywhere on the screen with any of the
different brushes or colours. Just position
the cursor and press the button and It will
appear.
LINE - Allows you to draw straight
lines on the screen. Put the cursor on the
starting point of your line and hit the but-

CES CHICAGO

FILL - This command fills In an entire area with the colour of your choice.
Put the cursor In the area you wish
filled and press the button. This will fill the
area with the new colour until It finds a
different colour boundary. NOTE: If you
should change your mind partway though a
fill just hit any key and the fill will be cancelled.

sure you already have a diskette available In the disk drive. then select the
command STORAGE. You may choose from
a list any of these functions: load a picture . save a picture. display Index. go to
main menu. delete picture. binary save. or
format the diskette. When loading a picture make sure that your previous picture
is saved because the one that Is loaded
will repl~ce the drawing you have. You may
use the llghtpen or the function keys 1 to
make these decisions.

FRAME - This lets you make frames or
boxes on the screen . Just place cu rsor at
the starting point of your frame and hit the
button ; then move to the boundaries of
your frame and hit the button again. A
frame of the chosen colour and brush type
will be drawn.

ALIGN - This command. which Is not
described In the manual. allows you to
align the cursor to the light pen. You will
be shown a vertica l li ne; just point the
light pen directly at t h is line <not the cursor. the llghtpen>. You will also be shown a
horizontal line: do the same for this line.

CIRCLE - Allows you to draw a circle
of any radius anywhere on the screen.
Place the cursor on the desired center
point and press the button . Now move the
cursor to the outer limits of the circle and
press again. A c ircle of selected colour
will be drawn .

In my opinion thi s Is a program that
makes good use of the llghtpen . It Is much
easier to use than sim ilar programs that I
have used with a joystick. The llghtpen allows much better control than the joystick. When using some of the commands
the . cursor is somewhat slower than the
llghtpen Itself but this does not matter much.

ton. Next move the cursor to the end position of your line and push the buttbn
again.

ERASE
This allows you to erase
either the whole picture or the last
thing
drawn. When the menu with these two
choices
appears
then
move
to
the
desired selection and press the button. The
erase will be done · and you will be
returned to the drawing.
MIRROR - Th is allows any drawing that
Is done to be copied in all four corners
on the screen. To use this first go to main
menu and turn the command on . Don't forget to turn the command off when you are
finished with it. It can be used with any of
the drawing commands.
MAGNIFY - This allows you to get a
blow-up of parts of the screen and then
modify any of the pixels. Just go to main
menu and turn this command on: then
return to drawing and you will have a
blow-up of the area surrounding the last
cursor position you were at.

Another review which I read. <printed In
Family
Computing>
gave
a
more
favourable
performance
rating
to
the
McPEN
light-pen
manufactured
by
Madison Computer. Our editor tells me that
the Madison device d id have "less bounce •. but the overa ll performance and the
ability to do KOALA types of func.t ions at
the less than $50 U.S. price made this by
far the most attractive package that he saw
at the show.

Anyone can be a success at computer
games.
To
win
In
FROGGER
takes ·
TOADAL concentration. while at HANGMAN
you should try to get only the good
news. not the bad noose. To win at WAVY
NAVY. let your computer generate those
30-foot waves on Its own for a while. It Is
easier than to beat a C-slc k ty four.
Ylimaki

STORAGE - To use this feature first be
TORPE:'r June-August 84
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BAR CODE READER
A Novel Way to Input Programs
At the winter CES In Las Vegas we
purchased a curious · little Instrument <for
around $90 u.s.> that allows one to read In
programs printed In bar codes much like
: you see on all the products you now buy
at the grocery store.
The device took some practice to
learn to use <about two hours on our
· part> but once one got the hang of It they
· could load error free programs Into their
computer from the printed page.
When you consider how long It takes to
learn to type and. even If you know how to
type. how long- It takes -to - correct- the
typos to get ti bug-free program Into your
computer It seemed like a good Investment of time.
We were most happy to find at the
summer CES that the product had further
been considerably -Improved. We have always thought It to have the best styled and
engineered molded case we have ever
. seen. As we get more experience with the
product we will tell you more about lt.

Oacar It- A bar eode reader uaed for Inputting
comp.~t8r

progrwna.

The device we own Is OSCAR I but
OSCAR II Is now available from Databar
' 9orporatlon In Eden Prairie. Minnesota.

.
: Garbyte
'WE. r\F\V[ 'IOU ON

FOR
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HARDWARE REVIEW

CARDCO CARDKEY /1
I

by DIANE & PAUL TRACHSLER
FLESHER TON ON
INEXPENSIVE AND WORTH EVERY PENNY
The VIC 20 and C64 are great machines.
They are cheap and powerful considering
their prices. One of the obvious features
separating them from the rest of the
Commodore family of microcomputers Is
their lack of a numeric entry keypad.
Cardco of Wichita. Kansas has , come up
with a solution which eliminates this drawback and makes two great machines ·better.
The Cardco "Cardkey/1" provides an outboard keyboard which does double duty. Its
16 keys. arranged In a 4x4 matrix. allows
not just all the attributes of a fourfunction calculator with memory. but. as a
bonus. the 'people at Cardco have seen fit
to allow you to program each of the 16
keys individually to represent any characters or words you desire. By defining the
keys as basic language statements. you can
enter programs faster and easter. eliminatIng a lot of common typing
errors.
Another use of the programmed keys. suggested by Cardco. would be to define them
as often-used words or part numbers In a
data entry program.
The Cardkey/1 comes with four programs.
two for the VIC 20 and two for the C64.
These programs are on cassette. but are
not "protected"; therefore. they may be
easily transformed to disk for convenience.
The first program Is "KBasic". which Is
menu-driven. This program allows you to
define each of the 16 keys to represent
whatever number. word or programming
statement you want them to represent. Once
you have defined the keys to your satisfaction. you tell the KBasic program to stop.
and
It
loads
a
machine
language
program Into memory. does it~ thing . and
then removes Itself from memory. You are
then free to begin programming or to load
a program Into memory and utilize the predefined keys on the keypad to aid you . One
page 20
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other option available to you In this mode
Is that. once you have defined the keys a
particular way. you may "save·· those definitions to either disk or tape and reload them
at a later time.
The other program provided Is Card/Calc,
which. when loaded. uses the keypad to
turn your computer Into a four-function calculator with memory. The crt displays the
numbers you enter. as well as the running total. and you may choose whether to
use fixed-point numbers or floating-point
numbers <up to nine decimal points> ; the
contents of the memory are also displayed. so that you don't have to try and
remember_ what you stored there.
The Cardkey/1 numeric keypad Is a solid
enough unit. which won't "float• all over
your work station. It comes with a threefoot cord equipped with a connector. allowing It to be plugged Into the joy port of
either the VIC 20 or C64. Although the
keys are embossed with their calculator
mode representations. the manual comes
with two templates which may be cut out
and used with custom keypad definitions.
The thirty-two page manual Is excellent. It
Is simply laid out, easy to follow. and
covers both applications of the ~eypad In
depth. I do have two complaints about this
product. put both are minor. First. the
manual tells you to plug the keypad Into
joy port number one: this should actually
be port number two. Secondly. and this Is
only a cosmetic problem. there Is about a
quarter-Inch gap between the bottom of the
keys and the top of the case. Granted.
there's probably a very good reason for
this design. but I haven't figured It out yet.
THE BOTIOM UNE
Should you purchase this accessory? The

HARDWARE REVIEW
answer to that Is obviously a question of
whether you need or want a device such
as this and feel Its features will enable you
to use your computer easier and more efficiently. If so. go and get ltl The price Is
only $39.95. requires no Internal connection to your computer. and comes with a
life-time guarantee. Need I say more?

Device: Cardkey/1 <outboard accessory keypadl
16 programmable or preprogrammed keys
Manufacturer: Cardco . Inc.
3i 3- ·Mathewson
Wichita. KS
67214
(316)267-6525

REVIEW....

TYPE ATTACK
by V .SIRUCO
SCARBOROUGH ·O N
The Nov./Dec. issue of TORPET Included
a review of "Typing Tutor" and · word
Invaders" from Academy. These programs
are fine for one just learning to type. On
the· other hand . If you are a beginner. Intermediate or expert typist "TYPE ATTACI<"
from SIRIUS may be the cartridge worth
having. it can be used to improve your
typing skills or for just plain having some
fun.

In Word Attack. words start flying
across the screen Cllke space ships>. When
you _type the attacking word successfully.
the missiles will fire. destroying the attackIng word.

Type Attack has fifteen lessons In it.
Each lesson consists of two games. A>
Character Attack.
B> Word Attack. The
black background on the screen . and the ·
never-ending movement of stars gives a
good illusion of one travelling in space.
The left board will consistently give you
your typing speed . The right board displays a fuel gauge indicating the time you
have left to fight off the attack.

·- --··The final feature of Type Attack is option 3 from the main menu . that being the
Make Lesson option . When this Is selected.
you receive a screen which allows you to
enter your own characters and words for
Character Attack or Word Attack.

In Character Attack. you start being attacked by chatacters In rows and columns.
similar to the aliens in VIC Avenger <Space
Invaders> . When you type one of the letters
attacking you. a missile will take off and
shoot down the letter. You continue shOQtlng down the letters until all the letters
have been destroyed. When this Is done.
you continue on to Word Attack.

The speed of each lesson can also be
controlled from the main menu. - Possible
speeds are from 1 for the beginner <my 4
year old> to 99 for the expert typist.

The graphics and sound effects In · Type
Attack are excellent. All In all the cartridge
is an excellent addition to your educational
or game. library. I would definitely rate It as
an 8 or 9 .
Type Attack Is from:
SIRIUS
10364 Rockingham Or.
Sacramento. CA 95827
U.S.A.
When It becomes
fall . we hope to do a
typing program that we
by Epyx and Is called 9

available In the
review of another
saw at CES. It Is
to 5. -Ed.
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QUICKSIL VA AND VIRGIN
EXPANSION ANNOUNCED AT CES
The British are comlngl The British are
coming!
It Is a phrase that does not mean
much on the Canadian scene but It once
struck fear Into the hearts of the ancestors of our American readers.
Today. It Is joyful news. except perhaps to a few large software suppliers who
'do not feel they really need a new large
and powerful competitor.
The breakfast was nice and the conversation was enlightening. One of the
boons of being a member of the editorial
press Is that you get Invited to all these
.J}Ice social functions. I won't bother you
with details about the menu but you
might be Interested In some of the other
enlightening details that I have learned.
A company named VIrgin
has now
Qulcksllva. the
Game
teamed up with
Lords of Britain. Their North American offlees are In San Antonio. Texas. You may
not have heard of VIrgin 0 must admit I
was Innocent until the breakfast) but they
are very big In Britain.

Garbyte

I told their salesmanager that I was
reminded of the new receptionist who
first day on the job In Washington was
confronted by the Ambassador from the
VIrgin Islands. She ran Into her boss's offlee
and
said.
"Sir!
Sir!
The
VIrgin
Ambassador Is here.· ·send her right In"
the boss replied. "I didn 't know there was
one.•
So. If you didn't know there was a
Virgin company It may Interest you to know
that they are one of the world's leading
record companies. Among their roster of
artists are: Boy George and Culture Club .
The Sex Pistols and in the U.K.. Genesis
plus many others .
Virgin Is truly a corporate giant In
Europe and owns many well know subsidiaries. among them an airline . They may
truly .be a financial power with which to be
reckoned.
We look forward to
the
Qulcksllva
and
forthcoming
articles
British softwaare has
wide acclaim.

reviewing some of
VIrgin
games
In
of
The
TORPET.
rightly won world-

by DAN SLOAN
~\-\CJUL\)
~y ?lf\~t \\C.V..t..\
~RI\L.\l ....

t'\r\'iBE \
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
VIC vs 64
Steve Garmon
Houston, Texas

I'

There Is no doubt In my mind that the
VIC Is still the cheapest and best way to
get Into computing on a true microcompute r. Even with Its memory limitations and
22 column screen. It Is a very useful
machine limited only by the Imagination
<and sometimes the budget> of the user. It
has been sufficient enough to keep me
happy for a long time and I am still finding new uses for it all the time.
I have used a VIC for everything from
~
dedicated printer interface for another
computer to a 27K word-processor. It Is
extremely versatile with respect to its 4
large blocks <SK each> that are set aside.
In the unexpended VIC for use as the
owner sees fit. If he needs the extra RAM
memory then he can purchase it In
several different sized cartridges ranging
from 3K to 27K and more! There are 2
separate areas set aside for Input/output
expansion that I have used for things like
printer interfaces. voice synthesizers. and
even
a
2K
EPROM that
held
some
machine language routines which I used often.
With a little Imagination. a lot can be
done with a VIC and I intend to keep on
using mine as long as I can. I just
can't beat the price for the capabilities
that it gives me. On the other hand, if the
user starts needing large amounts of RAM.
or if he needs a 40 column- screen, then
he has to decide between an expanded VIC
or a 64.
In most .cases. a person would spend
more money trying to expand a VIC to fit
his needs than he would If he bought a 64
to start with.
There are some trade-offs though. The
64
has
64K
of
RAM
built-In
which
eliminates · any need for expanders. It also
has a 40 column display but. In some
cases. this could be considered a disadvantage. In school classrooms. the 22
column display offered by the VIC-20 Is
easter to read for small children.

Reprint from CHUG CThe Computer Houston
Users' Group magazine)
I think that I could sum up the differences between the VIC and the 64 by
saying that the VIC was built with the
hardware person In mind while the 64 was
built with the programmer In mind.
Of course . I have no way of knowing
exactly what Commodore. International had
In mind when they designed' either one of
these fine machines but the descriptions I
just gave seem to fit very well. I finally
had to get Involved with the 64 because of
a job-related application. The application
that I am Involved with needs a very accurate real time clock. The built-in clock
on both the VIC and the 64 was deter:..
mined
to
be
not
accurate
enough
because they are software clocks and they
are dependent on system software to keep
them updated. I had two options. I could
spend about $130 on a plug-In card for
the VIC or I could buy a 64 which has 2
built-In hardware clocks. The price of the
VIC with plug-In card would be about
$220. Needless to say. I bought the 64. In
this situation. the 64 heavily outweighed the
VIC In terms of price/performance ratio.
So. I have entered the world of the
programmer and I am ha¥ing to learn the
intricacies of · the 64. I'm sure that with
time I will become as familiar with It as I
am with the VIC and when I do I will be
telling you about It In this newsletter.
By the way. I couldn't leave the computer store without at least one of the excellent games for the 64, could I? I
bought a copy of •JUMPMAN" and let me
just say that I WAS IMPRESSED! You wilt
have to have a disk drive to play this
game because. according to the salesman . It Is not available on cartridge or
cassette. It was deflnltly the friendly way to
start
out
a
good
friendship
between
myself and the 64.
After ail. Isn't It supposed to be the
'USER FRIENDLY COMPUTER'?.
TORPET June;_August 84
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Make your mark with quality from

BAlTERIFS~ INCLUDED
superb software and hardware in .tune with
the high standards of today's consumer.

S

houldn't you use the fin est products
available for your Commodore
Computer? Look closely at our line-up .
Th ey're so advanced more expensive
programs written for IBM , Apple , Xerox and

others can't boast their power or flexibility. We
think we've unlocked the full power of the
Commodore Computer. The power and ease
of our features will put a smile on your face
and computing power at your fingertips.

Spell Pack
Ughtnlng fast spell checker with an
expandable 20 ,000 word dictionary.

B.I.-80
High quality crystal clear
80 column adaptor.

PaperClip
Unsurpassed for advanced features.
Built-in 80 column display.

(formerly
Delph•'•
Oracle)

Awesome power found only In
mainframes .

The Ho me Organizer Series
Dedicated programs for specific
home and hobby applications.

PaperClip with built- in Spell pack
The famo us word processor that
now teaches the 64 to spell!

Transforms the 64 Into a pow~rful,
full-Hedged business computer.

All Batteries Included products are totally compatible with one anothe r. For fu ll colour brochure write or call
Toronto. Canada MSV lZl

186 Queen Street West.

BAJTERJES INCLUDED

(416) 596-1405

"Excellence in Software & Technology"
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3303 Harbor Blvd ..
Costa Mesa. California 92626

54 FLERIMAC ROAD. WEST HILL. ONTARIO M 1E AA9 CANADA
TELEPHONE: (A16) 262·1532

THE 64 SOFTWARE HOUSE

- ENTERTAINMENT
AE
SPAAE CHANGE
OPERATION WHIR\.WIND
ZAXXON
QUASIMOTO
SHAMUS CASE II
SORCERER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
SAMMY LIGHTFOOT
PAINT BRUSH
BRUCE LEE
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN

- .... - "SYNAPSE"
- .... - (INFOCOM)

"BflODERBUND"

(SUBLOG)
(SIERRA)
(HES)
(DATA SOFT)
(MUSE)

D.
D
D

TID
TID
TID
D

TID
D

c

CID
D

39 95
39 95
4095
44.95
39.95
3995
5995
59.95
33 95
23 95
39.95
33 95

BUSINESS
HOME ACCOUNTANT
VIP TERMINAL
ELECTflONIC CHECKBOOK
BANK STREEIWRITER

(CONT)

D
D

(TIMEWORK$)

TID
D

76.95
65.95
27.95
72.95

SPECIALS
KOAlA PAD AND PAINTER &
SLICK STICK (JOYSTICK)
WHIZ KIDS INTflO TO BASIC
STRIP POKER

0
D
D

STAA~E

109.95
29.95
37.95
38.95

INTRODUCING THE RITEMAN
PRINTER
120 CPS 1 YR. WARRANTY

499.00
ONTAAIO RESIDENTS AlDD 7% SALES TAX
ORDERING & TERMS: SEND CASHIER CHECK. MONEY ORDER. OR CERTIFIED CHECK.
VISNMASTERCARD PLEASE INCLUDE CARD NUMBER & EXPIRY DATE AND SIGNATURE.
AlDD S2.50 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILASILITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
FOR CATALOG SEND S1.50 REDEEMABLE.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT
SERIES
(for the 3.5K VIC and
16K ATARI)
ADD/SUB-$16.95
Displays single or multiple
digits with or w/o pictures,
borrows, carries, scoring,
and audio/video feedback.
NUM ER-BECi-$16.95
Number recognition , object
counting, object grouping,
and number/size/shape
discrimination.

ALPHA-BECi-$16.95
Twenty-s1x screens with letters/pictures/labels 'built'
on the screen
pnces '" U.S. dollars

Dealer lnqwres lnvtted

E3

BOSTON EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING, INC.
~ 78 Dartmouth Street. Boston MA 02t t6
. . . . . (6t7) 536-5116

' MAres add 5°o tax
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Pack ug_v.our VIC 20 with fun and run!
w
t., 20: 50 Easy-to-Run
Computer Games
Edward Burns
1983, paper, 122 pages
A diverse collection of games for the
unexpanded VIC 20. Each gives you a
high degree of instructional and
entertainment value and most consist of
15 to 20 program statements. Programs
cover a very wide range of skill and
ability levels to keep everyone interested.
Good idea source for game
programmers, too.
816915 Book $6.95
816916 Cassette of Programs · $11 .50
816917 Book and Cassette $16.95

New

V
.J Games, Graphics, and
Appll
.

David Rusch
1983, paper, 130 pages
Shows you how to use the VIC 20's
user-definable character sets, four
musical voices, real-time clock, colour,
and graphics by means of 20 BASIC
programs that will run on any 5K,
unexpanded VIC 20. Includes joystick
games and programs for home
applications.
816923 Book $12.95
816921 Cassette of Programs $11 .50
816922 Book and Cassette $22.50

For information about our other VIC 20
related books contact us for a copy of
our latest Computer catalogue.

,.,
495 Wellington St. W.
Toronto, ON M5V 1E9
(416) 593·9911

TAXVISER CAN REDUCE YOUR TAX BY Hl!~DREDS, EVEN THOUsANDS OF DOLLI\R8'
TAXVISER incorporates a full set of tax saving ideas-

• tax deductions, exemptions and credit

• effective use of tax shelters
• splitting income between family members
• salaries paid to spouse/children
• transfer dividends and dedllctions
• exemption distribution between spouses

• using deductible losses, etc.

Distributed by:

1

705 Progress Avenue, Unit 17
Scarborough, Ontario MIH 2X1
(416) 431-3200
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STORAGE CONCEPTS
Robert Dray
Peterborough, ON
DATA STORAGE
Information Is stored In the form of
"files· on magnetic media. <cassettes or
diskettes>. and there are two main types of
files: program files and data files. A file
may be thought of much as you would a
physical filing cabinet In which you open
the file and add or remove some of the
records . and then close the file . The
major unit is called a file. and these are
divided Into smaller unjts called records.
which in turn are · divided into fields. If the
file contained student information. then one
record might have ail of the data on a
specific student. and the fields within that
record would be the specific data on that
student. The size of the single file Is
limited only by the amount of space on the
device that contains the file. \ although the
size of records or fields may be limited
depending on the type of file which has
been formed.
When you save a program . you are
creating a program file . and the limit on
the size of these files Is obviously the
amount of memory in your computer. When
you load this type of file into your computer. the computer sorts · out the file and
puts everything in the correct places in
memory. With data files. you must decide
on the structure or arrangement of data In
the file . and you need to know this arrangement to be able to retrieve the
data. It's just like going Into a new situation and trying to use someone .else's
filing system . Until you find out how it's
organized. you cannot use it to file or
retrieve data efficiently.
When one starts to use cassettes
and/or disk drives in programming . life
becomes a 'little more complicated. To output data to either of these devices. you
must open a channel. The channel is
gi~en a specific number <1-255). which is
called the "logical file number·. and is

opened to a specific device. Cassettes are
given device numbers 1 and 2. for the two
cassette ports. while the disk drive is
given device number 8. Either of the physical device numbers may be changed by altering the wiring in the particular piece of
equipment. ..The
command
"OPEN
4.4"
opens log ical channel #4 to device number 4 <the printer> . and the command
"prlnt#4.a$ " will send the character a$ to
channel #4 which was previously opened to
the printer . In a similar manner data may
be sent to or received from disks and cassettes.
Because of the nature of the cassette tape. the data stored on It must be
of a sequential nature. that is one Item is
stored after the next. and ·to read item 34.
you must read items 1 to 33. Each file on
cassette begins with a header and ends
with an end-of-file mark. The end-of-file
mark c~auses the status to register as 64.
and so you can use this to check for the
end If you are readi ng data from a cassette file . The operator <that's you> must
assume the responsibility of setting the tape
recorder so that it is in the proper position to store the file.
The format tor opening a cassette file
is the following :
OPEN lt,dn,sa,"name"

Where: If is the logical file number
of your choice <1-255>
dn is the device number -- 1 or 2
sa
Is
the
secondary
address
to
specify operations <0-read only. 1-wrlte only. )
•name• is any 16- character name of
your choice.
DISKETTE STORAGE:
A diskette is made of a polyethylene
derivative and coated wittl a magnetic
recording emulsion. and is stored in a
TORPET June-August 84 ·
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protective envelope. An oval slot allows the
read/write head of the drive unit. access to
the magnetic surface. There Is another
small hole In the envelope. called the index hole. which will line up with a
similar hole In the diskette. The drive unit
uses this hole to position Itself on the
disk. A disk with a single hole Is said to
be ·soft sectored". and one with many
holes Is "hard sectored". The diskettes
rotate at 300 rpm and have a useful life
of 30.000 .000 passes per track. which Is
about 7 days constant running.
The surface of the diskette has been
Into
a
number
of
concentric
divided
circles
called
tracks. The
number
of
tracks depends on the disk drive: for example the 4040 sets up 35 tracks while the
8050 will set up 77 . These tracks are then
divided Into sectors. with each sector
capable of storing 256 bytes of data. Most
disk drives have the same number of sectors in all tracks. which makes the Inner
tracks crowded and leaves gaps in the
, longer outer tracks. The CBM system puts
more sectors In the outer tracks <21 as
opposed to 17 on the Inner ones). and In
this way uses more of the diskette surface. The 4040 disk drive has a total of
690 sectors <blocks). while the 8050 has
2087. This gives the user 170.180 or
527 .812 bytes of storage per diskette.
Files are not stored sequentially on a
but use
a different
method.
diskette.
which means that the disk drive can go
directly to a specific file without first reading all the previous files. This makes disk
operation much faster. but there must be a
very good record-keeping job done to keep
track of where everything Is.
Two of the tracks are used by the system for indexing the diskette. The disk
drive sets up a Block Availability Map
for each disk which
Indicates
<BAM).
which sectors are free. and then stores
this on track # 17 <on 4040 disks) . Track
1118 is used to store the directory. When a
file is saved to disk. It must be given a
unique name which Is then stored on
track 18 In the directory. Along with the
name is stored the address of the track
page 28
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and sector where the program Is stored.
The program Is not stored sequentially on
tracks. since the space available for the
program may have been created by erasIng several smaller ones. The directory
contains the address of the first part of
the program. and the last Item In that sector contains the address of the sector containing the next portion of the program. In
this way the disk drive locates your file
sector by sector. when you Instruct It to
load or read the file. The disk drive has
DIRECT ACCESS to each of the flies. although once It has found the file . It must
read It sequentially. <This Is not true for
all types of files).
One disadvantage to disks Is that If
track # 18 become damaged. the drive unit
would not be able to find any of the
files on the diskette. If your diskette
won't give a directory. or load a file. then
print OS$ and the PET will reveal the error message. If you see number 18. then
you know that the directory track has a problem.

mo~-~
-~

~~~

v

Don't worry, 1ts bark IS worse than its byte!

HA.RDWARE

DATASETTE MICRO-SURGERY
Doug Drake
Ridgeland, WI
After many months of faithful ·service.
my Commodore Datasette suddenly started
acting uncooperatively. Up to that point. I'd
been amazed at the tape unit' s consistency and reliability. but suddenly these
past achievements meant nothing -- I was
ready to toss It out the window.
Perhaps the only thing that held me
back was that I'd just switched from a VIC
to a 64. My first 64 was defective. and I'd
had to return it for another one . Perhaps
there was some obscure problem In my
second 64 as well? There was
just
enough doubt In my mind to let me step
back and analyze the situation.
My patience paid off in the form of a
simple solution. If you have the same
problem. perhaps this will save you a trip
to the repair shop.
The problem was that the Datasette was
shutting itself off. I would begin a LOAD.
and everything would progress normally for
a while. When the tape stopped <so the 64
could display "Found Program"> and th'n
started again . an ominous clicking noise
would begin. After a few seconds. the PLAY
button on the Datasette would pop up. and
the tape would come to a screeching halt.
Needless to say.
cessful . When I held
by brute force. the
ger. but the result
unsuccessful LOAD.

the
the
tape
was

LOAD was unsucPLAY button down
ran a little lonthe same -- an

my effort to
solve this
I began
problem with the standard Datasette maintenance operations . I gave the unit a
thorough cleaning to remove all the dust.
cleaned the heads with a commercial cassette head-cleaner. and moved the unit as
far as possible from the monitor.
When these efforts were unsuccessful.
opened up the unit and lubricated <very

lightly>
all
of
the
appropriate
parts. The problem remained .

movmg

With that. 1 decided to shift gear s a
bit. to focus on defining the problem
rather than blind attempts to solve et.
Since the stopping and starting of the
Datasette motor was obviously a contribu ting factor. I wrote a short program to
write and read a data file . The file was
long enough to force the motor to stop
while the cassette buffer emptied.
studied
the
still- assembled
Datasette ' s innards from top to bottom as
my tc:;t ~ruyrurn ran . I found / i;j series of
levers and springs which caused the clic kIng noise I' d heard. These were co nnected to a small. white piece of pla stic
located
on
thf!
top
side
of
the
mechan ism. between the Erase Head and
the Read/Write Head <see Diagram 1>.
This
plastic
piece
moved
forward .
toward the tape. along the Read/Write
Head. It slipped Into a small slot in the
cassette. When I pushed the PLAY button
<without a cassette In the un it>. and then'
pushed backwards on the plastic piece with
a pen. the unit shut Itself offl The purpose of this set-up is to turn the
Datasette off at the end of your tape.
I tried my test program once again.
But this time I pushed that plastic piece
toward the tape as the data was written .
and this time It worked! I tried to read the
data. again applying pressure. and again I
was successful.
Obviously. It was time for some
Micro-surgery.
The only tools required for this procedure are needle-nose pliers. a small
Phillips-head screwdriver. and a flathead
screwdriver. First. unplug the unit from
your computer. turn It over and remove the
TORPET June-August 84
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four Phillips screws from the bottom. Turn
it right-side-up and lift off the top cover.
Now. simply grab the offending plastic
piece with the pliers. and push down on
the metal base below with the flathead
screwdriver . Slowly and gently. move the
pliers back and forth as you pull upward.
Be
sure
you
push
down
with
the
screwdriver so you don't bend the metal base.
It took me about five tries of. sliding
the plastic piece upward. little by little.
before It finally popped off. Be gentle and
patient. Now re-assemble your Datasette.
making sure the cord in the back fits Into
its slot when you replace the cover.
After

th 1 ~

minor surgery. mv Oatasette

once again works just flnel
As to whether the piece I removed Is
really necessary. I think not. I examined
some other cassette tape players and they
didn't have anything similar. so it isn't
needed to keep the tape aligned on the
heads. My unit won't automatically shut Itself off at the end of a tape anymore . but
how often do you get all the way to the
end of a tape anyway? Plus. you can always write a file with an EOT marker at
the end ot the tape <Secondary Address
2>. and the computer will stop the tape
motor for you .
micro-surgery.
my
Thanks
to
Oatasette is once again Its old. reliable self.

ERASE HEAD

READ/WRITE HEAD

TAPE SHUTOFF LEVER

· (Remove this piece if your
tape stops wh~n it shouldn't
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RTC
SPECIAL
EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEMS
SECTIO'N
WITH THIS ISSUE . OUR SECOND SP,ECIAL EDITION

FOR

SCHOOLS. WE WISH TO THANK RTC FOR THEIR GENEROUS
SUPPORT.
RTC has always been a prominent supplier In the educational computer field and It Is only fitting we salute them
with this special section In this special edition.
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James Allen
Richmond Hill, ON
"I feel very good when a customer
says . 'I've got your product and I really
like it.'" -- Peter Smith
Three years ago . when I caught the
computer
bug.
I
bought
my
Commodore/ATe word-processor in Peter
Smith ' s TV store. At that time there were
only two or three full-time employees.

Now. in the sales office. It Is no
novelty to hear the PA call out. "Sales. line .
two -- Phoenix. Arizona." Or. "Sales. line
four -- Oslo . Norway". The TV store has
turned into a global business.

When
retired from teaching this
year . 1 ran into Peter in the s~opping
plaza and asked him If he had anything
for me to do. I haven ' t sat down since.
Like a number of other former customers . I' ve gone to work for Richvale
Telecommunications .

RTC is a mythical place. It has some
of the elements of a dream. Marshal
McLuhan would have been able to explain
why the production of the highest of
hitech intangibles -- computer software -has taken the form of a tribe. Somehow. in
order to take the next hurdle in our cultural evolution. we have to back up and
take a run at it. and. in doing so.
regress to an earlier social structure -the extended family of the primitive tribe.

Shortly
after
coming
to
work
for
Peter . 1 asked him what brilliant foresight
nad led him into computers . "My brother
bought fourteen computers·. he said . and
1 had to do something with them · . What he
did was let high school students from
nearby sc hools use some of the computers . The interaction of Peter Smith and
these young programmers was the basis of
R1chvale Telecommunications.

There are about fifty of us at RTC
Richvale
TeleCommunications>:
It
<from
might better be known as "Peter Smith's
place" . To the casual observer. RTC appears to be a computer retail outlet
which has somehow got spread all over a
small shopping plaza In the exurbia of
Richmond Hill. Ontario. There is much.
though. that doesn't meet the eye. The
story of Peter Smith ' s place Is the story of

The
TORPET
Editor
congratulates
Peter Smith on the opening of one of his
five stores.
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the incredible technological revolution
our whole society is .g oing through .

that

While RTC is unique in its collective
tribal
personality ~ there appear to be
similar small companies all over the contine.nt.
What
is
happening
is
that
entrepreneurs of all kinds
typewriter
store owners . real estate salesmen. rnaand-pa• teams -- sniff out an area of opportunity and move into it.
In computers. the people who make the
h.a rdware are already well-established as a
diminishing
number
of
mature
corporations.
In
between
are
glossy
downtown
middle-sized
firms that
have
grown successfully from an entrepreneur ' s
vision to a visible fact. Scattered around
are many enterprises . like Peter Smith ' s
RTC. that have discovered a niche and are
going through the painful metamorphesis
from a small one-man operation into an
expanding middle-sized organization with
many irons In the fire.

.

their hands . ..·Yo u would notice this particularly as the weather gets cold~r and the
ATC people don ' t bother to put on coats to
go ·a few .~tores down the row .

an

Like
archeological dig . the stores
and otfices that house RTC tell the story
of its :growth. lr, the plaza. there are now
six lo~ations that have been taken over by
ATC..·most
. . of them in the past eighteen months.
The nerve centre of RTC is still the
counter of the old TV store. An eccentric
system of phones and PA equipment. long
since ina dequate. dominates a corner of
the behind-the-counter area . Often . Peter
stands behind the counter talking on two
or·· three phones at once. deal ing with custof.ners who want stamps <it's still a post
oftice) or want keys made. Three or four
er'r!ployees will be waiting to get a decision from Peter. He is like a magic juggler who is ab le to keep a boggling number of objects in motion.

It isn't surpnsmg that the first and
most creative stages in the evolution of
hitech enterprises should be tribal and
mythic. This is simultaneously the source
of their power and a tightening restriction
on their further growth.
To know RTC. you have to know ·.
Peter Smith. Peter is Mr. Green- Jeans. tha.t'
big. competent. reliable repair man who
started a TV store in a small town- near a
big city in the mid-fifties. The TV store did
well
enough
for
Peter
and
his
wife
Barbara
to
raise
five
children.
When
small computers came along five years
ago. they began a transformation from the
TV store into a company with over fifty
employees and a seven- figure gross.
On first encounter. unless you looked
closely. you'd never take Peter Smith to be
a company president. In the same sense.
you'd never know what RTC really is by
observing the visible activity . A tot of what
goes on is all but Invisible. You ' d see an
unus·u al
number
of
people
hurrying
around the plaza with paper or boxes in

PETER

SWITH
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Peter is a big . craggy. grey-haired.
mercuric.
54-year-old.
born-again
Christian. His intelligence and energy are
formidable . His endurance is unbelievable.
He works six days and nights a week . virtually without sleeping . catnapping on the
floor for an hour and rarely sitting down
for a meai. He does this all the time -working with programmers at 2:30 in the
morning
or
having a
six
a.m. sales
meeting. He took his first holiday in five
years when he and his wife Barbara went
to Egypt and Israel recently.
I

The striking thing about Peter Smith is
that he is just what Mcluhan said postindustrial. Information-age man would be
like. The electronic-age man would turn
back from the man-of-the-eye into the
man-of-the- ear. Peter is a man-of-theear -- the pre-literate tribal chief. He is a
biblical prophet leading his people into a
new technological promised land. He nags
and drives and quarrels
but things happen all around him.
Peter is keenly aware of his lack of
formal education . He left school in Grade
Nine. But It Is a good guess that further
academic schooli n g would have blunted his
natural genius.
It Is fascinating to see Peter function
virtually without paper . He will read something and then put it down and lose It
unless It somehow gets Into a box In the
basement labelled "Peter· and containing
correspondence. It might as well go to the
wastebasket because It will never be consulted. ·
Peter carries everything in his head. He
is perfectly portable. Often ·he Is carrying
on four or five major projects at a time .
moving from office to store . from person to
person. answering questions and challenging them to new efforts. much of the time
talking at the top of his voice. his enthusiasm Impelling the people around him.
He
knows
the
telephone
numbers
of
everyone the company deals with. the
price of everything. and the location of
every silicon chip In the inventory. He Is
aware of . the detail of vl ttua 11y everything
1
that Is going on.
page 34
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Of course. there are limits to what
even a man like Peter can do. Like the
buildings that house the company. Peter Is
always on the verge of outgrowing himself. There are signs right now that RTC Is
at
a
juncture In its growth that
is
critical. It is at a po int where traditional
business wisdom requires that it must
•rationalize " its activities. That is. it must
evolve from a creative chaos that spins off
dozens of new ideas a month to a
"rationalized" business that manages Its
cash coherently and gets its exponential
growth under control.
This is the central issue. Is It Inevitable that a social mint-system like RTC.
the inspiration of a single Individual. will
sacrifice some of Its intuitive. proliferating
creativity
in
order
to
grow
past
its
present critical size? Peter has already
turned the plaza into a kind of computer
village. In a year. he wants RTC to have
double
Its
number of employees
and
treble
its
gross
sales.
He wants
to
employ the unemployable. He wants to
build a school to bring Third World students to Canada in order to transfer computer
technology
to
the
develop ing
countries . Peter shares Servan-Schrleber' s
World
Challenge
dr,e am
of
a
more
humane.
technologically- transformed
planet Earth.
While he speaks of Armageddon as
fact beyond argument. ~eter plans for a
world of peace . plenty. and human dignity.
tri
a
sense.
Peter' s
tribe
of
employees represents a multi-cultural. comparatively harmonious world. There are
young and old : black. white. and yellow:
school-educated
and
drop-out
selfeducated.
At
its
present
stage
of
evolution.
RTC
Is
not
democratic
In
making decisions. Peter Is benevolently
tyrannical. · He relates directly to every
employee . full -of praise for work welldone. but a little frightening in his anger
if things are not done properly.
RTC now has a number of embryonic
•profit-centres". more or i~ss autonomic
activities.
A
huge
pri nting
copier

.:...................
..:
ATC
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dominates an extension of the TV store.
Under the TV store there Is a repair section where TV's and computers are serviced : It Is here that some employees attend morning school on electronic repairs.
. A base.ment nearby houses a small factory where a dozen people are a tiny
cross-section of our new racial and cultural mix. They joke In a number of J·anguages
as
they
assemble
electronic
boards and cables by hand. It Is exactIng work that calls for close ana Intelligent attention . One mls-soldered connection and an expensive board Is ruined.
Down the hall from "manufacturing • Is a
busy shipping department.
Next door Is ATC's Software Store.
Here. Individuals come to buy computer
books and magazines. and software and
accessories
for
their
computers.
Downstairs. In the Software Store. Is a
substantial . Inventory
of
computers.
monitors. disk drives. and printers .
Several doors along. a former bank is
occupied by the sales department. In an
office-like setting . the mostly-young sales
staff deals with schools. businesses. and
Individuals who are buying computer systems. It Is a busy place. rising to a crescendo of activity as the week progresses.
In the basement of this building are to
be found the young programmers. They are
mostly still In school and tend to appear in
the
afternoon
and
evenings.
Peter's
theory Is that a programmer' s best years
are from fourteen to eighteen. During that
time. the young programmer ·doesn't know
that "It can't be done": after that period.
he Is over the hill.
Recently. a suite of real estate offlees has . been taken over for the accounting. expediting. and general administrative activities. The process of expansion
shows no signs of slowing down.
What Is truly invisible Is the expansion of ATC's export business. Realizing
that a fledgling company like ATC would

·-----

Peter Smith

only
make
the
critical
transition
to
maturity if It had essent1al f inancial resources .
Vice
President
Vic
Kass
sought
foreign buyers and quickly developed a
large US market for ATC software and
hardware accessories <such as the ·s4
Link") . It is on this financial foundation that
the new organization has been built.
It has been predicted . that within less
than a decade the computer business w111
be on a par with the automobile industry.
If that is so . much of the growth will undoubtedly take place in the small business sector as entrepreneurial enterpnses
like Peter Smith ' s RTC recognize oppor tunities and move in to explOit them .
Far
from
reducing
emp loyment.
micrdcomputers have brought RTC from ten
employees a year ago to over fifty today. In
that
period .
a
full-time
pnntmg
department. an art department. translation
services . a set of admi nistrative offi c es . and
a branch store in Peterborough have been
added to Richvale Telecommumcauons .
Some of the
new companies ttlat
enter the computer field will not make the
transition because the skills of the small
entrepreneur are not necessarily those re qu ired to manage a maturing business organization. However. government seems to
recognize the importance of compan1es like
ATC and is prepared to offer advice. fun di ng . and critical financial services. More
Important than this is the vision of the
people involved in RTC. Intuitively. they
know that they are involved in somethmg
of fundamental importance.
TOAPET June-August 84
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DISK DRIVE
ENHANCEMENTS

Super Copy
Single Drive Disk Utility Package
/

The SuperCopy program takes between 2 and 7 minutes
to backup a disk on a single drive. SuperCopy is a set
of disk utility programs for the Commodore 1541 or 2031
models single disk drives. It is menu-driven and very
user-friendly with frequent on-screen prompts and an
attractive screen.
SuperCopy has a change unit address feature that allows
copying apd duplicating with 2 single disk drive units.
Features Include:
Complete disk maintenance commands
- Header
- Backup
- Rename
- Copy
- Scratch
- Catalog
Full pattern matching
Frequent, thorough prompts
Continuous display of disk status, unit
numbers and free disk space
Check disk speed feature

1541 Express
Single Drive Speed -Up Cartridge
The 1541 Express cartridge is a plug-in devic e for the
Commodore 64 and the 1541 model single disk drive.
The Express cartridge accelerates the 1541 drive to 2 or
3 times its normal operational speed. For exa mple, to
load the Script 64 word processing program with a 1541
drive normally takes about 80 seconds. But with the
1541 Express cartridge, Script 64 loads from the sa me
drive in about 33 seconds.
This compares with 28
seconds on the 2031 drive.
You can increase the speed of the drive eve n further
with the RTC Fast cable. The Fast cable connects the
page 36
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computer and the drive to make the Express cartridge
work even faster. With a Fast cable in place, Script 64
can be loaded in 24 seconds.

.
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Features Include;
Uses no BASIC memory
Transparent to most commercial software
Switch between Fast and Slow operating
modes with 2 keystrokes
Speeds up both reading and writing

PRINTER/PERIPHERAL
INTERFACES AND CABLES

VL Series
Peripheral Cables
RTC's "VL" series of cables and interfaces allow you to
connect the Commodore's VIC, 64 and PET/CBM
computers to a wide variety of peripheral devices. Many
of these cables ~re used along with another R TC product,
such as the V-LIN K or Link II cartridges.

YL::l- is a cartridge that you use with a V-LINK and
IEEE cables to connect IEEE printers and drives to a VIC
20 computer •

.YL=1 - is an IEEE cable for the VIC 20 computer, used
with a V-LINK.

YL::3. - is a parallel printer cable for the VIC or C64
computers. Without a V-LINK or Link II cartridge, this
cable requires a parallel printer program •

.Y.L:::i - cable connects a VIC or C64 computer to an
RS-232 modem.

Ylci - cable connects a PET/CBM printer to an RS-232
modem.

YL::6. - cable connects a VIC or C64 computer to a
Centronics printer, models 730, 737 and 739.
YL::1 -

cable connects a C64
Smith-Corona printer model TP-1.

computer

to

the

YL::I - cable connects a VIC or · C64 computer to an
RS-232 printer.
TORPET June-August 84
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VL-16 - cables used with the V-LINK ' 20-2 or the
C64-LINK cartridges to "daisychain" a series of VIC or
C64 computers to the same printers or drives.
VL-16-IEEE - connects the last computer
daisychain to an IEEE printer or drive.

in

the

RTC 1-Link
IEEE Printer Interface
The RTC 1-Link connects the Commodore 64 to IEEE
printers using no extra software.
Features Include:
Completely transparent to software
Emulates Commodore's MPS 801 printer
Locked mode for word processing

RTC S-Link
Serial Printer Interface
The RTC s-Link connects the Commodore 64 to Rs-232
printers through the 64's serial port.
Features Include:
Completely transparent to soft ware
Emulates Commodore's MPS 801 printer
Produces Commodore graphics characters on
dot matrix printers
User-selectable parity, stop bits, word length
handshaking and baud rate from 75 to 2400
3-line, X-line and XON/XOFF handshaking

RTC P-Link
Parallel Printer Interface
The RTC P-Link allows the Commodore 64 to work with
any parallel printer, using no extra software. P-Link
connects to the serial port of the 64.
page 38
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Features Include;
Epson and Epson compatible printers emulate
Commodore's MPS 801 printer
Complete use of secondary addresses
and control codes
Print Commodore graphics characters
Design and print special graphics characters
Completely soft ware transparent

.
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EXPANSION CARTRIDGES
FOR THE VIC & 64

C64-LINKII
Expansion Cartridge
The C64-LINK D is a plug-in expansion cartridge for the
Commodore 64. It uses no BASIC memory and is
completeiy transparent to most com mercia! software.
The C64-LIN K II cartridge allows you to connect and use
both IEEE and serial devices at the same time. You can
connect a serial and an IEEE drive to the Commodore 64
and ·use them both at the same time. You can also use
a serial printer with an IEEE drive, or vice versa. On
the cartridge itself, there is an IEEE and a parallel edge
connector for easy connection of printers and drives.
Features Include;
Expands input/output of 64 to use
- parallel printers
- IEEE single or dual disk drives
- IEEE printers or modems
Upgrades the 64 to work with BASIC 4.0,
adding 16 extra disk commands
Machine language monitor allows user to view
and alter the 64's memory addresses
Cartridge always enabled - uses no switches
or SYS #'s
Cartridge leaves user port free
Daisychain up to 8 computers to the same
printer and disk drive

TORPET June-August 84
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Expansion
Cartridge= IEEE,Parallel,Basic 4
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The V-LINK is a plug-in expansion cartridge for the
Commodore VIC 20 computer. V-LINK is installed on
VIC RAM cartridges, adding the memory in the cartridge
to the memory of the VIC.
The V-LINK is also available as a package cartridge with
the VicScript word processor.
Features Include;
Expands input/output of VIC to use
- parallel printers
- IEEE single or dual disk drives
- IEEE printers or modems
(IEEE connection requires RTC's VL-1 ·or VL-2)
Upgrades the VIC to work with BASIC 4.0,
adding 16 extra disk commands
Machine language monitor allows user to view
and alter the VIC's memory addresses
Interactive terminal mode

V- Link 20-2

Expansion
Cartridge =IEEE,Parallel,Basic 4
The V-LINK 20-2 is a plug-in expansion cartridge for the
Commodore VIC 20 computer similar to the V-LINK
cartridge. Unlike V-LINK, the 11 20-2" cartridge is not
installed on RAM cartridges; it adds no memory nor can
it be combined with the VicScript word processor. But
the '20-2 adds a daisychaining feature not available with
the V-LINK and it has an IEEE edge connector on the
back of the cartridge.
Features Include;
Daisychain up to 8 computers to the same
printer and disk drive
(Daisychaining requires RTC's VL-16 cables)
Expands input/output of VIC to use
- parallel printers
- IEEE single or dual disk drives
- IEEE printers or modems
Upgrades the 64 to work with BASIC 4.0,
adding 16 extra disk commands
Machine language monitor allows user to view
and alter the 64's memory addresses
Interactive terminal mode
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The C64-LINK is a plug-in expansion cartridge for the
Commodore 64. Unlike the RTC Link II, the C 64-LINK
does use 8K of BASIC memory. However, all of the
' memory can be restored by use of "relocator" programs
provided with the cartridge. The C64-LINK also has an
interactive modem function not available with the RTC
Link II cartridge. _
Features Include:
Expands input/output of 64 to use
- parallel printers
- IEEE single or dual disk drives
- IEEE printers or modems
Upgrades the 64 to work with BASIC 4.0,
~adding 16 extra disk commands
Machine language monitor allows user to view
and alter the 64's memory addresses
Daisychain up to 8 computers to the same
printer and disk drive
Interactive terminal mode
Relocator programs restore 8K of BASIC memory
used by the C64-LINK

C64 Link Compatibility
Board
The C64-LINK Compatibility Board makes the C64-LINK
virtually transparent to any program. Normally, if the
C64-LINK cartridge interferes with the loading or running
of a program, you need to use the LINK "Relocator"
programs to reposition the LINK in memory.
The
Compatibility Board replaces the Relocators and allows
you to use the many features of the C64-LINK with more
programs.
Two cartridge ports on the Compatibility
;Board let you use the LINK at the same time as you run
cartridge programs.
·
Features Include:
Run more software:
- spread-she~ts, games, word processors
Ports for 2 cartridges
Use p~rallel/~erial/IEEE printers and drives
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CARTRIDGE
AND ROM EXPANSION

1234 ROM Expander
The 1234 ROM Expander allows you to switch between 4
extra ROM chips in a PET/CBM computer. A number of
programs available for Commodore's PET/CBM series of
computers require you to place an extra ROM chip in the
computer's board.
Some of the popular BASIC
programming helps, business spreadsheets and accounting
packages and word processors use extra chips. If you
have more than one of these programs, you have to open
the computer up to replace chips each time you want to
load a different program.
The 1234 ROM Expander
allows you to place the chips for 4 such programs in the
Expander and switch between the chips without replacing
chips each time.
Features Include:
Use up to four ROM chips in each board
Switch easily between ROM chips
Externally mounted switch cuts down on
need to open computer
Switching configuration ensures only one
chip selected each time
Cuts down on chip handling and damage

E-P ROM Carrier
Expander Board
The RTC E-P ROM Carrier allows you to plug extra
chips into the expansion port of the Commodore 64. The
chips are placed in the Carrier, then the Carrier is
inserted into the computer.
Carries ROMS, PROMS or EPROMS
Available in 2K, 4K and 8K chips
Available with or without case
Sample applications:
- BASIC extensions
- Graphics add-ons
- Business utility ROMS
- Soft ware protection
page 42
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Multi- Cartridge Expander Board
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The C64 Motherboard is an expander cartridge for the
Commodore 64. It allows you to plug four cartridges in
the 64 at a time. The Motherboard plugs into the 64's
expansion port.
Features Include:
External switches allow easy switching
between cartridges
Use up to 4 cartridges in the 64
Sample applications:
- Link II
- Game. cartridges
- CP/M cartridge
- SO-column board

Vic 20 Motherboard
Multi- Cartridge Expander Board
The VIC 20 Motherboard is a plug-in expander for the
Commodore VIC 20. Tbe Motherboard adds no memory
or features by itself, but holds up to 3 additional
cartridges for switching into memory as you want them.
The Mothe~:board allows you to use a V-LINK cartridge,
RAM expansion cartridges, games or any other cartridges
- all plugged in at the same time.
Features Include:
Easy switching between cartridges
Use up to 3 cartridges in each board
Use multiple motherboards
Built-in fuse
Reset button for VIC
Takes VIC power supply gr_ 9V DC input
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Script 64
Word Processor
Script 64 Version 2.3 contains two word processors: Script
64 and Script 64/80. Script 64/80 turns the 64 into an
80-colt,Jmn word processor. It requires no extra hardware
for the 80 columns, but is compatible with both the Link
II cartridge and the Video Pak 80 cartridge by Data 20. The Script 64 word processor is available in both disk and
tape versions.
Editini Features:
Full-screen editing
Insert/Delete letters, words, lines, sentences
Text movement
Direct entry of French text
Centering text, tabs and user-created index
Page-turning editing concept - scrolling file
Printini

Featur~s:

Parallel, Serial and R8-232 printers
IEEE printers with Link ll
Side scroll to 80 columns on video print,
or use Script 64/80 for SO-column display
Print format commands in separate control map
Underlining, bold print and italics print
Superscripts/subscripts
Justification, indentation, spacing, pitch,
titles and page numbering
Multiple copies
Special Features;
Global search and replace
User-created dictionary/spelling checker
Merge with sequential files or Scratchpad data
Up to 20 variable names for insertion in text
Add and subtract columns of figures

Sold together with Scratchpad 64
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The RTC 4 Word Processing program is easy to learn and
use. Simple enough to be ideal for home or school use,
RTC 4 is powerful enough for the office·. RTC 4 is
available in separate versions for the Commodore 4032,
8032 and SuperPET computers.
Editin" Features;
Full-screen editing
Insert/Delete letters, words, lines, sentences
Text movement
Direct entry of French text (with French ROM)
Centering text, tabs and user-created index
Page turning editing concept - scrolling file
Printio" Features;
Works with wide variety of standard printers
Print form at commands in separate control map
Underlining, bold print and italics print
&lperscripts/subscripts
Justification, indentation, spacing, pitch,
titles and page numbering
Multiple copies

PC Script
Word Processor
The PC Script Word Processing program runs on both the
IBM Personal Co mputer and IBM compatible computers.
PC Script takes full advantage of the many features
provided on the PC's keyboard. The program requires
128K of me mory and will work with any released version
of DOS.
Editio" Features:
Full-screen editing
Insert/Delete letters, words, lines, sentences
Text movem e nt, centering text, tabs to 160 columns
Direct entry of French, German and Spanish characters
Add/subtract figures down or across the screen
User-created dictionary/spelling checker for quick
check of spelling in text
Read Wordstar files or any ASCII file
Global search/replace feature checks for multiple items
of text, uses wild card characters
TORPET
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Printin~

Features:

Drives a wide variety of standard printers
Print format commands in separate control map
Side scroll to 160 characters in video print
Underlining, bold print and shadow print
Superscripts/subscripts
Justification, indentation, spacing, pitch,
titles and page numbering
Footnotes
Backspace and forced space characters
Multiple copies
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Other Features:
8-character file names
Alphabetized directory
Merge word processing data with dBASE II data
- up to 32 variable names in text
Help screen lists all functions \
Use RAM drive for faster disk~ access

Vic Script
Word Processor
VieScript is RTC's word processor for the VIC 20
computer. It is similar in operation and appearance to
Script 64, and data created with VicScript is compatible
with Script 64. The program is installed in ROM chips
on VIC RAM cartridges, leaving the VIC's memory free
for word processing data.
Editine- Features:
Full-screen cursor editing
Insert/Delete letters, words, lines, sentences
Text movement
Tabs and user-created index
Printine- Features:
Parallel and serial printers
IEEE printers with RTC's VL-1 or VL-2 cables
Print format commands in separate control map
,Underlining and bold print
Superscripts and subscripts
S~;>ecjal

Features:

V-LINK compatible
Tape or disk storage
available on tape disk & cartridge
page 46
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/

o thern Solutions Products
FOR SYSTEM Ill & IV for 8000 Series
GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
INVENTORY

FOR COMMODORl; 64
The BusinessMantm
The Bi II Payer tm
The BiiiCollectortm
The WidgetTrackertm

please write for detai Is
RICHVALE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 17 - 10610 BAYVIEW AVENUE
RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO
CANADA L4C 3N8
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C o .m pI i menta r y

1541 Express Cartridge
SuperCopy
. . ... .
Vl-1 (VIC to IEEE with V LINK>
Vl-2 Cable <VIC to IEEE>
Vl-3 Cable <64 to Parallel>
Vl-3 Parallel Printer Tape
VL-4 Cable <64 to RS-232 Modem>
Vl-5 Cable <PET to RS-232 Modem>
Vl-6 Cable (64 to Centronics>
Vl-7 Cable <64 to RS-232/Brother>
Vl-8 Cable <64 to RS-232 Printer>
Vl-16 Cable <LINK Dalsychaln>
Vl-16 IEEE Cable <LINK Dalsychaln>
RTC 1-link
RTC S-link
RTC P-link

cat a I o g s

79.00
39.95
19.95
60.00
60.00
15.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60 .00
60.00
60.00
159.95
159.95
129.95 ?

link II Cartridge
. . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149.95
V-llnk 3K/8K/16K
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 185.00/215.00/285.00
V-link 20-2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185.00
C64-link w/Relocator Programs on Tape
.' . . . . . . 185.00
C64-link Relocator Program Disk
10.00
C64-llnk Compatibility Board
. . . . . . . . . . . 99.95

1234 ROM Expander w/ or w/o switch
E-P ROM Carrier w/ or w/o case
C64 Motherboard
VIC 20 Motherboard

. 69.95/59.95
9.95/6 .95
99.95
. . . . 79 .95

NOTE: Prices subject to change without notice. I
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Script' 64/Scratchpad 64 package
. . . . . . . . . . . 129.00
Dictionary Disk
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
RTC 4 Word Processor 4032/8032/SuperPET
. . . . . 129.00
PC Script Word Processor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.00
VIC Script 8K/16K
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185.00/285.00
V-LINK & VIC Script 8K/16K
. . . . . . . . . . 315.00/385 .00
Scratchpad 4032/8032/SuperPET
79 .95
Scratchpad 64 <no key)
50.00
Recreate 64/PET
. . . . . . .
24.95

lntelterm 64
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RTC Multi-Link Network Master Board
. . . . . . . .
RTC Multi-Link Satellite Cartridge
. . . . . . . .
<NOTE: Complimentary Multi-Link manuals are available
interested customers)
Basic Aid 64
SuperBASIC 64
COLOR 80

. 59 .95
399 .99
149.95
to

49.95
46.95
59.95

Draft-Aid CAD System
. . . . . _.
General Ledger History Program
.
Space Gunner
. . . . . . . . . .
Planet Quarx
. . . . . . . . . . .
914 Interface <PETICBM to Para lieD

..
. .
. .
. .
.

..
. .
. .
. .
. .

. · . . . . . . 395.00
. . . . . . . 295.00
. . . . . . . . 31.95
. . . . . . . . 31.95
. . . . . . . 195.00

r
rices shown do not include shipping and handling.

RICHVALE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 17- 10610 BAYVIEW AVENUE
RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO
CAN ADA L4C 3N8
Tel. - (416) 884-4165
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TYCOR® AC
L
1 . Decreased service calls
2. Decreased board repair
3 .. Decreased memory error
4. Decreased memory loss
5. Decreased re·run time
6. Decreased supply cost
a. discs
b. paper
c. tapes
7. Information reliability
8. lm.proved employee moral
9. Lightning protection
TORONTO: (416)496-0406

CALGARY: (403)259-3200 ·

Dealer Inquiries Invited

....................................................................................................................................................................................
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Scratehpad 64 is a_- database/mail list program for storing
mail lists and addresses or any other data organizing
function. It is suitable for both single or dual drives and
fully compatible with RTC's C64- LINK or Link II
cartridge. Scratchpad 64 is ideal for printing labels or
envelopes. Data created with the Scratchpad 64 program
can also be merged with Script 64 word processing data
to produce hundreds of personalized letters from a single
document.

Separate versions of this program are also available for
Commodore's PET/CBM series of computers.
Editin" Features:
Formats disk in series of "Screens"
Each Screen has 20 lines, each line with
space for 30 characters
Each line used for a different type of data
Continuous record number display
Continuous display of line definitions
Screens stored in alphabetic or numeric order
around one selected line entry
Global search on any line
Printin" Features:
Use parallel or serial printers
IEEE printers with Link II
Works with any standard printer
Print any, all or selected Screens of data
Print data in any column across page
Ideal for labels or envelopes
Disk Features:
Backup feature with single disk drive
Full disk maintenance features
- Backup on dual or single drives
- Data automatically saved to disk
Disk split feature allows mail list to expand
over several disks in alphabetical order

Sold , together with Script 64
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Scratchpad is a mail list and database program for
storing mail lists and addresses or any other data
organizing function.
Scratchpad is ideal for printing
labels or envelopes. Data created with the Scratchpad
program can also be merged with RTC 4 word processing
data to produce hundreds of personalized lett ers from a
single document.
Editini Features:
Formats disk in series of "Screens"
Each Screen has 20 lines, each line with space
for 30 characters
Each line used for a different type of data
Screens stored in alphabetic or numeric order
around one selected line entry
Global search for data on any line
Disk Features:
Full disk maintenance features
- Backup
Disk format
Create disks with selected information from
master disks
Data automatically saved to disk
Disk split feature allows mail list to expand
over several disks in alphabetical order
Prjntini Features:
Works with any standard printer
Print any, all or selected Screens of data
Print data in any column across page
Ideal for labels or envelopes

RTC Recreate
ASCII to .Script 64 File Conversion
The R TC Recreate program takes any ASCII file and
converts it into a format readable through the Script 64
word processor. ASCII files can be created on· any good.
word processing program by sending the output to the
disk instead of to a printer. However, Recrea te is not
limited to working 'with ASCII files created by
An ASCII file can also be
Commodore computers.
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created by outputting a file from any computer over a
mQdem to a Commodore disk drive.
Separate versions of this program are also available for
the Commodore PET/CBM series of computers.
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COMMUNICATIONS
AND NETWORKING

lntelTerm 64
Terminal Program
lntelTerm is an intelligent terminal program for the
Commodore 64 and R8-232 modems. It will operate with
both Commodore Bulletin Board Sy~tems and mainframe
computers.
Features Inclyde;
Upload/download files
40 or 80 column display
4 character sets
Uses serial, or IEEE printers (with Link II)
User-definable keys
Set baud rate, stop bits, parity, bits/character,
printer type and duplex from within program
sa·ve operating defaults to disk
Full disk maintenance commands
Screen capture feature
Screen dump to printer
Scrolling editor
Emulates ANSI or VT52/100/1 01 terminal

RTC Multi-Link Networking
System for the 64 &PET/CBM
The RTC Multi-Link networking system allows up to 48
Commodore 64's or PET/CBM computers to chain to the
same printers and disk drives. One of the computers in
the network functions as a "Master" computer, controlling
and monitoring activities on the other "satellite"
computers. RTC Multi-Link is a powerful classroom tool
for computer labs in programming, word processing or any
other educational application.
TORPET June-August 84
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Each computer in the network must be equipped with its
own Multi-Link cartridge. All Satellite computers in the
network are assigned a unique 2-digit number.
The
Master computer can view any Satellite's screen, check
its programming and prevent or allow any Satellite from
using the drive or printer.
Features Inclyde:
Transparent to most commercial software
Commands spooled to printer and drive
Allows Satellites to work with BASIC or
machine language programs,
Send messages from computer to computer
Master computer has option of keeping disk
files secured for loading by sing~e
Satellite or group of Satellites
Allows use of multiple disk drives and printers
Master computer has full control over all
Satellites using commands such as:
DISALLOW - prevents any Satellite from using
the printer or drive or both
ALLOW - enables a DISALLOWed command
CATALOG - any disk drive
LOAD - a program from disk or a Satellite
MESSAGE - sends messages from Master to Satellite
QUERY - holds up I/0 commands until OK'd by Master
SAVE - program to disk or send it to a Satellite
SCREEN - reads a Satellite's screen to the Master's
ECHO - will display the contents of the Master's
screen on any Satellite's screen

COMPLIMENTARY COPIES
OF THE MULTI·LINK MANUAL
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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Basic Aid 64
Basic Language Expander
Basie Aid 64 is a program mer's development tool for the
Commodore BASIC language. Basic Aid adds 30 extra
commands to BASIC to make programming in that
language easier and more efficient.

Editini Commands:

•

Scroll at top or bottom · of screen
Trace through BASIC program, displaying lines
as they are executed
Find/change any variable or string in a program
- Renumber a range of lines, including
GOSUB's & GOTO's
Move a range of lines
Delete a range of lines
Merge 2 BASIC programs into one
Disk Commands:
Read sequential files to screen or printer
Special load and run commands
Collect, initialize, header, rename, copy,
scratch and catalog disks
Use pattern matching in all commands
Printer Commands:
List programs to printer
Dump single screens to printer
Other Features Ipclude:
Convert HEX, binary and decimal numbers
Display size of any program or file
HELP command to locate errors and problems

SuperBASIC 64
Basic 4. 0 & Expanded Basic
SuperBASIC
64 provides
3
different
versions
of
Commodore's BASIC programming language Version 4, plus
a machine language monitor.
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Version 1 - BASIC 4.0
Disk Maintenance Commands
- header, collect, backup, catalog
File Maintenance Commands
- copy, concat, rename, scratch
Data Handling Commands
- append, dopen, dclose, dload, dsave, record#
Full ,,_ring handling and garbage collection
Version 2 - BASIC 4.1
All the features of BASIC 4.0 plus:
3 graphics modes
Extra graphics commands
- draw, box, locate, color, scale
Version 3 - BASIC 4.2
All the features of BASIC 4.0 plus:
Full error trapping commands
- trap, resume, err$, er, el
Load and save binary files
- bload, bsave, brun
Function keys display BASIC commands, or may
be user-defined
Extra BASIC commands
- else, print using, dispose, drun, dclear
Machine Lan~uae-e Monitor
Display and alter 64's memory
Calls or bre aks to monitor

Color 80
80 Column Screen Expansion
COLOR 80 is a program that turns the Com modore 64
from a 40-column computer into an SO-column computer.
It requires no extra cartridges or boards.
Features Include:

S differe nt SO-column character sets
Uses no BASIC memory
Use Hires screen for display
Create and run SO-column programs
Includes a set of 5 compatible BASIC programs
- spreadshee t
- word processor
- terminal progra m
- mail list
- directory boot program
SO-column display makes BASIC programming easier
' Works with terminal programs for compatible
80-column display
Requires no extra boar/ds or cartridges
page 56
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Draft-Aid

Computer
Assisted Design System

#••··················

The Draft-Aid CAD program is ideal for educational
drafting, printed circuit board design and electronic
drafting. Draft-Aid breaks down the process of creating
finished drawings into a few easy steps, from on-screen
drawing to finished plotted design. The drawings are
plotted using a high-speed digital plotter, accurate to
2-thousandths of an inch.
Data Entry Features Include;
Operational and error alarms
Full disk and user error checking
Fully menu-driven
Built-in calculator, cross-referencing,
file sorting, formatted screen displays
Plot Features Include;
Create arcs and circles
Rotate drawings through 360 degrees
Move drawings anywhere on plot surface
Enlarge or reduce drawings in either axis
Draw 9800 shapes with one command

~~

'

.

Complete Disk Maintenance;
Catalog, backup, copy, delete and format
Powerful pattern matching system

General Ledger History
For BPI Accounting Programs
The BPI General Ledger accounting program generates
reports for only one month at a time. The General
Ledger History program allows you to store 12 months'
data · of BPI General Ledger data on a separate data disk,
for calculating and printing cumulative reports for up to
one fiscal year.
Features Include;
Print reports for any group of months, or
entire fiscal year
TORPET June-August 84
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Print reports for single accounts over 12 months
Start fiscal year at any month
Store several companies on same data disk
Real-time account access and printing
Menu-driven, frequent prompts and warning screens

RTC Snake
Electrical Filter
The RTC Snake compresses electrical power surges and
prevents th ~ m from damaging computers. A networking
system such as the RTC Multi-Link links up to 48
computers on the same bus.
Because of the way
electrical power is transmitted, power surges (called
"spikes") frequently occur on this bus.
With one
computer and one drive, spikes can be annoying and
result in lost data. But with so many computers on the
same bus, spikes can not only destroy data but damage
equipment as well.
The R TC Snake consists of a series of dual receptacle
boxes on a common cable. Metal oxide varistors on the
first and last receptacles remove most of the noise in
the electrical signal.
The Snake filters out enough
variance in the current to prevent equipment damage, but
not all data loss.
For more information on the R TC Snake and other
electrical filters, please call or write t9 ·Richvale
Telecommunications.
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The RTC 1102 Projector takes the picture from a 1702
model computer monitor and projects it onto a large
screen.
The Projector is ideal for educational and ·
demonstration purposes, showing lines of programming or
computer graphics clearly to a large audience. The RTC
Projector transmits the picture with almost no distortion
or loss of resolution.
Features Include:
Screen included with Projector available in
50", 60", 72", 82", 100" and 120" measured diagonally
Provides 90 degree optimum viewing area
High quality optical acrylic f/1.2 lens system
Specially designed aluminum surface screen
Uses less power than most TV's
Separate color, tint, brightness, contrast controls
3 year parts/labor warranty
For more information on this product, please write or
call Richvale Telecommunications.

GAMES

Planet Quarx
Planet Quarx is a 3-stage video game for the Commodore
64. The object of the game is to reach the planet called
Quarx.
TOAPET June-August 84
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In Stage

1, the player must maneuver his . spaceship
through the Asteroid zone, avoiding asteroids as they spin
out toward his ship from the center of the screen.

In Stage 2, play moves into the outer defense system of
Quarx. The display shows the view from the cockpit of
the player's ship. Using his joystick, the player aims and
fires at approaching alien spaceships, or turns on his
force field to avoid collisions.
Once past the outer defenses, play moves to the Planet
Quarx itself where the player destroys Quarxian tanks.
There is no time or fuel limit; play continues until all 5
ships have been destroyed.
Joystick controlled
Arcade sound and graphics displays
C64-LINK compatible

Space Gunner
Space Gunner is an exciting video-arcade style gam e for
the Commodore 64. The object of the game is to defend
the planet Namcap against the fleet of the Warlords of
Zorlon.

The screen shows the display from inside the cockpit of
an attack ship. Using a joystick, the pilot of the ship
aims his gunsight and fires to destroy the approaching
Zorlons. The control panel at the bottom of the screen
gives continuous readouts of both fuel and scores. As
the player's ship absorbs energy from exploding Zorlon
ships, the fuel counter rises. But as the game moves on,
the level of difficulty rises.
Joystick control
Continuous display of fuel and score
Arcade sound effects and music
Current high score displayed
C64-LINK compatible
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CLASSROOM WIRING
PETER SMITH
RICHMOND HILL
1. Electrical Wiring and Bus Problems

NEUTRAL

1> The RTC Multi-Link networking system links up to 48 computers on the same
bus. Because of the way electrical power
comes In to classrooms. power surges
(called "spikes"> will occur on this bus.
With one computer and one drive. these
power surges can by annoying and result
In lost data. But. with so many computers on the same bus. such power surges can cause lost data or damaged equipment. So long as the spike variance does
not exceed one-quarter volt. no problems
will result. However. if the spike causes a
surge of 2 volts. the computers will Interpret this as data or commands which
could cause data loss. If the variance exceeds 10 volts. It can damage equipment.
2> If there are any breaks along the
line. or pressure contacts or friction contacts. the same power variance will also
result. causing the same problems of lost
data or damaged equipment.
3> Figure 1. shows a "Sine Wave". This
wave represents the power signal going Into
the computer. Most power panels use a
three-phase system as shown In Figure 2.

....--
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Fig 2

To picture this three-phase system. Imagine three different sine waves superImposed on top of each other. with the
lowest point of each wave shifted over to
the
right
on
the
page.
Many
bus
problems can result from linking computers through a power supply with different phases.
There are ways around all these problems.
2. Electronic Filter
The accompanying diagram. Figure 3.
("Typical
Large
Classroom
Power
Distribution"> shows the best possible way
to avoid damaged equipment and lost data.

'

UNFILTERED

Metal Oxide Varristers

Tycor El ectronic Filter

NO PROTECTION

Pro1eC:t10n t o EQuipm ent b ut not 01t1

PROTECTION

to 01ta or Eou1pmen1

---

t o 0 1 11

6. EQUipment
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Figure 3
Typical large Classroom Power Distribution Setup
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The left side of the diagram shows the
power
panel
of
most
schools
or
classrooms . Each square represents one
breaker. To make the system fall-safe re..
quires an "electronic filter". We recommend the TYCOR filter <available from
Richvale Telecommunications>. The power
supply
In
the
classroom
must
pass
through this filter which removes the
noise or "grass" In the signal.
The filter should connect to a single
30-amp breaker In the main power panel. A
30-amp breaker Is sufficient to run the full
48 computers with drives and printers. Use
one breaker to avoid problems on the bus
caused by three-phase wiring .
The power supply passes through the
filter to a sub-panel. This sub-panel has a
maximum of four 15-amp breakers. From
the classroom. up to four conduit lines
lead to this sub-panel. one conduit line for
each breaker. Each conduit line may have
a maximum of 20 electrical boxes <dual
receptacles> connected to lt.
All oower wires <black wires> from any
one conduit must go to the same 15-.
amp breaker on the sub-panel. From
there .. the power wires go back through the
fitter to a 3o-amp breaker on the main panel.
All neutral <white> wires from any one
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conduit mus.t be tinned and mechanically
clamped to a common point on the subpanel. F.rom that point. the neutral wires
should be connected to the neutral bar
with a pigtail joint. then back through the ·
filter to the main power panel.
All ground <green> wires from any one
conduit must also be tinned and mechanically clamped to a common point on the
sub-panel. A pigtail joint connects that
common point to the sub-panel's ground
point. From the sub-panel ground point. the
ground wire leads through the filter to the
common
ground on
the
main
power
panel. and from there to an earth ground.
There must be no breaks In any
wires passing through the conduits. The
ground. neutral and power wires must be
continuous through au duplex receptacles
on the conduit.
3. The RTC S,nake
The RTC Snake. shown In part In
Figure 4.. Is available from
Richvale
Telecommunications. consists of a series of·
dual receptacle boxes on a common
cable. Metal oxide varistors have been Installed between the wires < Figure 5. > on
the first and last receptacles on this
cable. These varistors will remove most of
the noise In the signal. but not all.
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Enough vrlance Is removed to prevent any
equipment damage. However. power surges may result In lost dat~.
4. Metal Oxide Varistors

Figure 4

Figure 6. Illustrates how you may Install the varistors In the dual receptacles.
Each receptacle must be on a common
line. The varistors must connect the following terminals: black to white; white to
ground: and black to ground. Any breaks In
the lines. or any loose connections.. will
cause data to be lost. and may cause
equipment damage. Connect the varistors on
the first and end receptacles.

Figure 6
TORPET June- August 84
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Michael Robinson
Thornhill, ON

·vour system Is very very good. I'm
very pleased with lt. • With these words.
Gary
Klzlak.
lab
co-ordinator
at
Burlington
Central
High
School.
summarized
his
reaction
to
Richvale
Telecommunication's
Multi-Link
computer
networking system.

The master computer and satellites can
also communicate. Mr Klzlak finds this way
of communicating with students too Impersonal . but he uses this feature to send
operating
commands
with
a
carriage
return to the satellites in order to set up a
program for his classes.

Richvale Telecommunications Installed Its
first
Multi-Link
system
In
Burlington
Central In January. 1984. Since that time.
Mr Klzlak and other teachers have been
putting the system through It's paces.

The "ECHO" command Is a terrific instructional ald. Instead of crowding a
class full of students arou nd a single
monitor to watch a demonstration. the
teacher can make everything that appears
on his screen "echo" onto all or some of
the students ' screens.

The RTC Multi-Link networking system
allows up to 48 Commodore 64's and PETs
to access four disk drives and four printers. One · computer controls the network.
Multi-Link software adds 21 commands for
use In the operation of the Multi-Link system. The master also aids In computer Instruction In a number of ways. from
demonstations to fast down loading.

"I can load a bank <of computers> with
Easy Script five to ten times faster than if
I had to do it the regular way. • MultiLink saves the teacher time by allowing him
to load a program Into the master from a
disk and then download It directly to some
or -all of the satellites. For disk-locked
programs there Is a record/play technique whereby the program is loaded into a
satellite while the master ·records" it. The
master then "plays back" the program to
the other satellites.
Multi-Link's two-key commands also
saves
time.
Holding
down
<SHIFT>and
typing the first letter of a command
prints the entire command on the screen. <SHIFT
>•c·. for example. prints "CATALOG" on the
screen.
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All features can be directed to any or
ali satellites. Some features can also be
turned off. Satellite to Satellite messages.
for example. can disrupt classroom work so
teachers may choose to turn off this feature.
Another
feature
that he
especially
likes Is automatic file name prefixing on
disk. If this feature is engaged. flies
saved to the disk are prefixed with the
class letter <A. B ... .> . and the number of
the terminal that saved the file. When a
satellite catalogs the disk. only library
files and flies with that station ' s prefix will
appear. All other student files and the
prefixing Is transparent to the Satellite. This
feature keeps students from copying each
others programs.
Since no two classes are the same.
each class can have Its own set-up file
defining features for that class. Up to
eight such set-up files can be saved and
called by pressing function keys.
Mr

Kiziak

finds

that

students

get
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slightly paranoid when he Is typing at the
master computer. perhaps. because he can
take a ·snapshot• of any student's screen
to see what they are doing. or even up
load an entire program from any satellite
without the student's knowing. In this way.
he can evaluate a student's progress or
help them de~ug a program.
Hitting <RUN/STOP>and <RESTORE>on the
master computer will bring the system back
from almost any crash -- acts of god excepted.lnoneinstance. <RUN/STOP> and <RESTORE >
did not revive Burlington' s system and the
master .had to be turned off. Even so they
have •never lost a file on <Multi-Link> yet
... that feature I like. I like very much.
Compared. with <our other> system. Oh. <our
other> system is awful. I've lost a lot of files:.
Proper
electrical
wiring
will
do
wonders
for
any
networking
system.
Richvale has taken the time to design
proper wiring and clearly explains in the
Multi-Link manual how a computer lab
should be wired. Burlington. having followed most of the recommendations. has
had no hardware damage and very few
problems
with
data
loss
or
system
crashes. Many schools who did not heed
Richvale's advice <regardless of which networking
system
they have>
have had
problems ranging from system crashes to
blown hardware.
•t thought Multi-link was well explained .• The Multi-Link manual clearly explains all of the features and includes
relevant examples. As well . Richvale offers excellent support for ali its products.
It's quite convenient dealing with the designers of the system.

Mr Kiziak did have some constructive
criticisms.
For
example
he
s4ggested
teachers should be able to name set-up
files instead of using the function keys. He
would also like to see a simplified logon procedure. Log-on lets students set up
a password so they can access their own
flies from other satellites. At present. the
teacher can disallow all dlstructlve disk
commands. Mr Kiziak would like to be able
to disallow only formatting. scratching. and
headering. Whereas now all disk drives appear as unit 8 to the Satellites <eg drive
o. 1. 2 ....>. he would Uke to be able to
refer to one drive as unit 9. In fact.
these and most of his criticisms can be
Implemented in software. and may appear
In updated versions.
Other limitations of Multi-Link are Inherent in any networking system. Some data
base software. for example. will not work
since a disk drive will only allow so many
open flies at one time.
Probably the best feature of the Multilink system is the price. A group of
teachers from Ancastor came up to see
Burlington's system. They said that they
were particularly interested because they
could buy a complete system and a C64 to
act as the master computer for less than
the competitor's system . The prices are
$400.00 for the master hardware and the
system software. and $150.00 for each
satellite cartridge.
Call liz Arnold or Michael Robinson for
complimentary copies of the Multi-Link
manual. · or
to
arrange
a
free
demonstation. Telephone <416> 884-4165.

)
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1541 EXPRESS-NEW PRODUCT 'REVIEW
Joseph linzner
Willowdale, ON

One of the major complaints heard
most often from Commodore 64 users concerns the 1541 drives. In brief. It Is a1
turtle when one compares access speed
with other drives such as on the Apple or
IBM PC. Richvale Telecommunications on
Bayview. the originators of Script 64. cLink and other excellent products. has
come up with another· winner. The 1541
Express Cartridge plugs Into the cartridge
port and Is connected to the circuit
board sf the 64 via two jumper wires . The
fast mode Is activated as soon as one
powers up the computer. To toggle the
Express off one presses ctrl F3 or ctrl F1
to turn It back on.
had an opportunity to try out a
prototype model In the presence of David
Foster. one of the developers of the
product <the other being Philip Willow>. To
be candid. It worked like a charm . By way
of example. Script 64. which normally
takes eo seconds to load. now took only
33 seconds! I am Informed that an additional cable <called Fast Cable> will be
available which runs from the user port
directly 1·n to one of the chips on the 1541
drive. With the Fast Cable connected. I
managed to load Script 64 In an astonishIng 24 seconds!

.

As with any new product. there Is always · the question of compatibility. In my
tests. I found no problems whatsoever loadIng any programs. with the exception of the
Flight Simulator II. If problems were encountered. I toggled back to the slow mode
and then the program would load as
usual. In speaking with David Foster. he
· stated
concerns that there
might
be
problems with programs such as The
Manager which use the ·buffers In the
drive. Howe~er. I was relieved to find that
my copy of The Manager <version 1.04)
worked perfectly. To put It to the test. 1
successfully
·loaded
such
diverse
.programs
as
The
Home
Accountant.
Paperclip. Multiplan. Jumpman andLaxxo-n
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without any problems. These programs · normally took In excess of 80 seconds to load
or sufficient time to take a coffee break.
The 1541 Express averaged out to 2.27
times faster and a blazing 3.125 to 5
times faster with the Fast Cable.
Philip Willow told me that the Increase in speed comes from a modification of the DOS within the drive and Is not
unlike
the
highly-successful . 1541
Supercopy which Is also from Richvale. In
this case. the change In DOS resides In
an EPROM on the cartridge. Accordingly.
since they are using an EPROM which Is
programmable.
Richvale
will
probably
sup.ply any upgrades at a nominal cost.
There are a few flies In the ointment
<very small ones>. Firstly. there Is the matter of voiding your warranty by opening the
C64's case to attach the jumpers. I had no
trouble In attaching the leads In less than
1
30 seconds. and Richvale will no doubt
give assistance to anyone who Is uncertain In making the proper connection.
Secondly.
It
would
appear
that
the
Express will not operate with a printer.
I.e.. 1525. 1526 or Cardco attached to the
serial port. Any printer connected via the
user port Is no problem. and will not hang
up the system. Furthermore. there Is no
problem with printers when the computer Is
connected to the drive via the Fast
Cable: this frees the serial port entirely
and allows for the use of a 1525. 1526.
801 or cardco.
Richvale planned . to have It on the
shelf by the · beglnnl ng of May. and the
cost Is In the $60 to $70 range with an
additional $25 to $30 for the Fast Cable
option. In summary. If you are looking for
speed combined with reliability. I can
recommend the 1541 Express. especially If
you get It with a Fast Cable. The alterna- .
tive Is a 4040 plus C-Link or Buscard 11
and the expenditure of $1500.

GENERAL

BE GOOD TO YOUR ·coMPUTER
Ada P. Kahn

Skokie, Ill.
Be pood to your r.nmouterl You '-ve
spent a lot of money on It ana you expect a lot of service from lt. Your new
computer deserves at least as much care
as
you
provided
for
your
electric
typewriter. Now. with !rlmlv-flttlna _fabric
-CompuWear covers on your units <and printers. too>. you can gl\}e them the same
kind of protective treatment you gave your
typewriter. Be good to your computer by
protecting
It
against
serious
Internal
problems with- f abric covers.
I'll send you details about ordering
covers for your Commodore 3032 and
Commodore 8050. Just send me a stamped. self-addressed envelope. Special discounts are available to user clubs. Write
to : CompuWear. P.0. Box 1594. Skokie. ll
60076. And . If any of your friends have
other
computer
models.
CompuWear
covers will soon also be available for
their equipment.

K E E P.l N G

THE

Compu-Cover Is an Inexpensive way to
protect
your
Commodore-64.
VIC-20.
Apple II or IBM PC.
One of the major things It protects
your computer from Is DUST. Oust falls
down Into spaces between the keys · and
builds up causing It to get clogged and
needing to be cleaned . If you have a 50
pound
cat
that
likes
pouncing
on
keyboards you may also find cat hairs a
problem.
For the Commodore-64 and VIC-20 this
durable cover consists of a brown piece
that fits snugly on the back of your computer and a removeable clear plastic
be flipped
down
to
piece that can
protect the keyboard or flipped up and
used to hold documents or manuals. The
bottom line Is that · for 14.95 U.S. dollars
you get good protection for your keyboard.

DUST

OUT
~··

-·.--------
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STORYWRITER
AND A SIX YEAR OLD
by JOEL MEERS
KINGSTON ON
There Is a great deal ·of discussion
going on these days about computers and
kids. and computers in education. Being
both a teacher and the father of a sixyear-old girl. I would like to make some
observations
about
a
truly
remarkable
program for both teachers and Interested
parents.
The
program
Is
called
STORYWRITER. written by J.M. Vayda and
C.C . Capon. My particular copy came from
a club disk. and Is the Vl O.P PET version . I understand that a version Is now
availabl~
in
the
newly-released
Public
Domain Educational disks. and will run on
the 64.
When I received my copy In the summer of '83. I sat down one evening and
asked my daughter if she would like to
make up a story on the computer. She
loved to tell impromptu stories to her
dolls and her pet rabbit, and I used to
chuckle as I would listen. so when the
program came along. I thought I would get
her to tell one · to the computer. At this
stage. naturally. I did the typing and she
did the telling.
Now
this
may
not
seem
terribly
useful. but when the story comes off the
pr inter in enhanced pfimary size type and
she can read it to her mother, then a
wonderful thing Is taking place. READING! It
was a chance for her to use her mind
creatively and read at the same time. When
a child can read her own creations. the
motivation .seems to be even greater.
The stories were short. but they were
hers. and they were coherent collections of
complete thoughts or sentences. as we
teachers like to call them. <Teachers have
this thing for kids and sentences. you
know!> My daughter walked proudly away
with her creation. added the illustrative
touch with her Crayolas. and hurried off to
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read it to mommy. Even being a former
Kindergarten . teacher. watching my own kid
learning to read had amazed me. and the
kick of seeing her read her own creations was an even greater thrill.
the . fall.
my
daughter entered
In
grade 1. and I was more than pleased
when they began early In the fall with
little keyboard familiarization exercises on
the 4032 PET. I am running a SuperPET,
but my daughter was delighted when she
·ran home and told me they had a computer like daddy's. I learned that already
my poor daughter was getting caught up in
the computer age when she Informed me
that she had told the teacher. "My daddy
has a computer like that. but his Is
called a SuperPET."
The first use of STORYWRITER In the
school - was to have - each child type three
'statements
in
the
form "I - have
red
". The statements each had to
have a · ·c olor named ·· and were left openended. The children then drew a red
<blue. green, whatever> something to complete the sentence. Simple. but just look at
the learning that was going on. All of the
sentences had to start with a capital "I".
so the kids were learning to create a
shifted character on the keyboard, they
were
learning to find
letters on the
keyboard.
to
space
words
on
the
keyboard. and to hit sufficient RETURNS to
leave several spaces between the sentences. In addition, they were .learning sentence structure. A~l o_f these skills and they
didn't even know ltl

a

That was the start, for my daughter.
anyway. That same night. she had to try
the same thing at home -- I mean. had
to! Either daddy got off that computer or
there was going to be trouble! That was
the spark for my daughter. and I'm sure

GENERAL
for many other kids at school. She had the
advantage of access to the computer at
home. but I can't help but feel the same
motivation would rub off on many of
those kids. computer at home or not.
What happened the next night was what
really got me excited . She came home and
asked
for
STORYWRITER.
It
was
Thanksgiving and. of course. that was all
the talk In school that week. and she
wanted to write about it. This time. there
would be no daddy on the keyboard. "I
want to type my own!" With the exception
of "Daddy. how do you spell ....... ?". here
Is what resulted <In enhanced type> :
THANKSGIVING
On Thanksgiving I'm going to eat turkey.
I'll have some pumpkin pie for dessert.
I'll color a picture of a turkey.
Of course . the Crayolas came out for
the finishing touches. but there It was. a
story on her first tryl This became an almost
nightly thing.
a
battle
for
the
keyboard. In fact. She would even come
home for lunch and. after a peanut butter sandwich. It was. "Mommy. can I have
my story on?" Watch this one; peanut butter on the keyboard rules had to be established rather quickly. A few other very
interesting things became evident to me in
the weeks that followed . When mommy or
daddy weren't right there to spell the
words. out came her word cards and a
whole variety of ingenious ways of findi ng
the
spellings
for
words
books.
catalogs: you name lt.
The other amazing thing was that.
a1ter a few stories. she was filling the
whole screen. STORYWRITER allows the
user to type one full screen of text.
which Is one full page of enhanced type.
This Is just over 200 words of type.
There are days when I would have fallen
over to get that out of a 5th grader with
pencil and paperl The kids I've seen
using this program are rarely happy until
they have filled the screen. whether they
be 1st graders or 5th graders.
The other thing that Intrigued me was

that she was not satisfied unless the
words were right. which of course leads to
valuable skills being developed as she
sought out the spellings of words she
didn't
know.
In
addition.
confidence
developed in using words that she was
sure of when she typed them . The purchase of a picture dictionary has made her
almost totally independent of adult Intervention. save the printing out and saving to disk.
Other Interesting things also came out
of this use of STORYWRITER. Initially. ali I
showed her was how to erase a word with
the DEL key. Eventually. she would see
mistakes In the text and didn ' t want to
erase all the way back. Of course. daddy
or mommy stepped In with the CURSOR
up. down. left. right. Soon . she was
doing thTS on her own as well. On workIng
with
5th
grade
kids
and
this
program . I found that they very easily
caught on to CURSOR control as well as
using the INST key to separate lines for
addition of text.
At school. the kids were then being
sent to STORYWRITER In pairs. and they
seemed to have a ball working together on
their stories. They were providing Ideas for
each other as well as working together to
produce
correct spelling
and
sentence
structure. My daughter's teachers are editing the work before It goes to print. but
other
teachers
of
older
kids
1 have
talked to have been enthused with the
great desire of the kids to go back and
edit and add to their stories after they get
an Initial copy off the printer.
The marvellous thing about the computer In creative writing Is that It allows
the kids to create. I feel that a lot of kids
don ' t display this because they become
bogged down in the process of writing.
There Is a great desire for perfection In
kids when they write and. by the time they
erase and scratch out. and erase and
· scratch out. the time or the Idea. or
both . are lost in the frustration . When the
kids work on the computer. they see
· clear . distinct text. and seem more aware
of errors . The difference Is that the
desire to correct these
errors seems
motivated by the computer. and the creaTOAPET June-August 84
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GENERAL
tive ideas can more readily be put down.

house. and that writing and sentence structure are constantly Improving. I can't help
but feel the same results and spinoffs can
occur
with
children
in
higher
grade
levels as well. and the potential for reluctant kids wou ld seem to me to be
equally as great.

I
Don 't get me wrong. I am not advocating the dem ise of printing or cursive
writing . I feel that a text editor such' as
STORYWRITER
can
encourage
kids
to
write more carefully. because they are encouraged to write and create with words.
and the more they work with words. be it
computer type or handwriting. the more I
feel they will develop a sense of correct
grammatical structure. I am finding my
daughter. for instance. is spending more
time than ever printing in the workbooks
and on the paper that she has around the
p •
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I'm sure there are many teachers out
there who are realizing the potential of this
program every day. but. if you haven 't. I
urge you to give It a try. As for nonteachers . I hope you give it a try: I'm sure
you will be pleased . I know that. both as a
parent and teacher. I ami
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HOW TO SUBMIT PROGRAMS & ARTICLES
Please type your name. address. etc.
on 'both the manuscript. and in the disk
file if you are submitting one . ewe love
disks but will retype manuscripts> . If you
send your article on a diskette. we will
send it back to you. We would also like a
photograph and biography of the author.
Our editorial committee has stated that
the non-acceptance of copyrighted material
rule Is not cast in Iron but for the present
it remains The TORPET's editorial policy
that everything It prints Is public domain so
that new computer clubs can have material
for their newsletters.

The TORPET is always in need of good
articles about the PET. CBM . VIC. C-64.
and other related products. software. and
subjects. If you wish to submit an article.
send it to:
Mr. Bruce Beach
Editor
The TORPET
Hornlngs's Mills. ON.
Canada LON lJO
TORPET needs your help' to serve you
the best that it can .
Please phone us at
(519>925-5376 or write at the above address.

+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Type of Diakette

PET

0

0
VK>20 0

C-64

Free Diakette with approximately 20 useful programa and
games with a 1 years aubacriptlon to The TORPET.

----------------------------------------,

I
I .
I
Address _______________________________________
I am a Beginner _
I
I
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pro_ I
I
State/Province------------------

Name ________________________________________

r

In Between_ :

ZIP/Postal Code
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age_ _ _ _ Computer
I enclose $20.00 for 1 yea,.a aubacriptlon to The TORPET1Magulne
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MAIL cheque or
money order to:

The TORPET

I
1
1
I

Homing's Milia, ON. I

C.nl4a LON

~JO

:
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Jojn the largest VIC-20 I COMMODORE
64 users group in the United States.
Members receive:
• Access to hundreds of VIC-20 and
C64 public domain programs.
• Technical assistance
• Informative reviews
• Consumer assistance bureau
• Contests
• Product purchasing assistance
• 10 Issues "Command Performance"
Individual and chapter support
12 month membership:
U.S. $20.00- USA & Canada
U.S. $30.00- Foreign

~

. UNITED STATES
.;-. COMMODORE USERS GROUP
P.O. BOX 2310

· - - - · ..... ...... Roseburg, OR 97470 USA
P.O. HIIN.aot.bUAO,OM~tNJI

Newsletter
published
by
the
International
SuperPET
Users'
Group
<ISPUG>: editorial offices at 4782 Boston
Post
Rd..
Pelham .
N.Y.
10803,
USA.
Membership applications and Inquiries to
Mr. Sklpskl. Enclose a SASE. with all Inquiries
requiring
reply.
Membership:
$15.00 per year. U.S. In N. America.
$25.00 overseas and elsewhere.

THt
C[]r:lPUTH~G

TEACHER
The Journal of
The International Council for
Computers in Education

(.;-20
~

ICCE MEMBERSHIP
U.S.

Foreign (Surface Mail!
1 yr. (receive 9 issues of TCT)
$21.50
$25.00 (US Funds)
:l yrll. (rocoivo Ill i llt~Uot~ of 'l'C'I')
MO.OO
$47.00 (US Funds)
3 yrs. (receive 27 issues of TCT)
$58.00
S68.00 (US Funds)
Send membership dues to ICCE, University of Oregon, 1787 Agate St .. Eugene,
OR 97403·1923, USA. (A $2.50 handling and billing charge will be added it
payment does not accompany your dues.) Visa and MC accepted.

The Computing Teacher is published 9 times annually, August·May, by The
lnte_~a_!.i~nal Council for Computers in Education (ICCE)
INDIVIDUAL MEMB~RS-Eac h person who subscribes to The Computing
Teacher is a member of ICCE.
ORGANIZATION MEMBERS-Professional organizations working to enhance
the instructional use of computers at the precollege level can become organiza·
tion members at no charge. For further information contact David Moursund,
Editor·in·Chief, The Computing Teacher, University of Oregon, 1787 Agate St.,
Eugene, OR 97403·1923, USA.

Get access to hundreds of public
domain programs.
Tape $5.00

Disk $8.00

Informative monthly newsletter, cart·
ridge rentals, contests and morel
3 months trial membership .. $ 3.00
12 months membership . . . . . . $10.00

BUDGET WISE COMPUTER
USERS GROUP
17 Chaplin Avenue
St. Catharines, Ontario L2R 2E4
Write for information, enclosing $1.00
to cover postage and handling.
VIC 20 is a uadematl< or
Commodore Elecuonlcs Limited.
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ENHANCE YOUR
COMMDDDRE-64
I

RAMDISK-64
The RAMDISK-64 I S a cartr•dge conta1n1ng 64K
bytes of RAM used to e mulate a d1sk drive. N o
more long wa tts for pro gram saves and loads.
Use Ramdisk-64 as a second disk dr•ve. Or use
the 64K bytes as excra memory fo r large and

I" ...... -~

data •ntens•ve software.

I

FEATURES:
• 64 kbyces of dynam1c RAM
• Includes software to emulate a d isk dr•ve
• Loads an S kbyte program 1n less than
s e cond.
e Does not use COMMODORE-64 RAM space
• System rese-c does noc erase files 1n RAMOISK64 .
• Small s1ze only 3'' x5.5 ''x0.5''
• Useable w•th ocher carcridges

APPLICATIONS:

MDRE ABOUT DISK
EMULATION SOFTWARE
• Allows 1 6 direccory encroes or 63.5 kbyces of

• Ttme saver where d1sk usage ts h 1gh:
- Software development
- L arge programs us•ng overlays
• Sofcware re q u•r•ng large daca storage. Use
w1ch daca bases or spreadsheecs. Save
mulciple graphic screens.
• Use as a second drive. M 1n1m1ze diskecte swapp ing.

storage.
• Compac1ble w1ch BASIC commands OPEN,
CLOSE, GET#, IN PUT#, PRINT#
• Supports PRG and SEGI f 1les
• Treac RAMDISK-6 4 as dev1ce 1 5 , user changeable.
e OTHERFEATURESTOONUMEROUSTO
MENTION HERE.

FEATURES:
• 80 columns x 25 lines d1spley
• 256 charac ter sse w ich f ull A sc1i and r everse
letters
e F licker- free cr1sp d isplay even dur1ng scroll•ng
e C ompacible with BASIC and che KERNAL
• Inc lude s custom•zi ng v1deo ro uttnes l1ke
scrolling, 1nsert and delete line, a ddress
cursor, and screen blank
e DUAL S CREEN: Connecc the normal C-64
v1deo o u tput; to a color monicor AND connecc
che V IDEO-SO video oucpuc co a B/W or
green screen monitor. Text W ill appear on the
B / W or g reen screen mon1cor and che color
g raphics on che colo r mon•tor. A N E CESSITY
FOR GAME DEVELOPERS AND GRAPHICS
P ROGRAMMERS.
• Compact s 1ze only 3 " x5.5 " x0.5".

APPLICATIONS:
•
•
•
•

VIDEO-SO
Th e VIDEO-SO
cartr1dge.

•s

a

high-quality

SO-column

W ord P rocessing
Spreadsheets
Terminal Emulation
Software Programm•ng. Ellm•nate •rrttat•ng
line wrap around.
• Graphics development . Use VIDEO-SO for text
and C-64 video o ucput for color graph1cs
s imu ltane o u sly.

The RAMOISK-64 and VIOE0-80 use the COMMDO DRE-6 4 e x pans ion sloe. An opt1onal excender b oard
($ 1 OJ or mocherboard os requ1red.

PRICES
RAMOISK-64 .... . ....................... $ 1 49.
V IDEO-SO ............ .. ........ . .... ....... $99.
Extender Board ..................... . .... $1 0 .
Cahf. res•den t s add 60/o &alee t:ax. Add sere shiPP•ng en d
handhng. VISA. MaseerCharge, COO accepced. Personal
checks requ1re cwo weeks co clear. Order by phone or
ma1L

J)

Techn()l()l!ies

1 555 Riverpark Drive, Suite 2 06
Sacramento. CA 9581 5
(9161 920-3226
8:00am t o 5:00 pm PST, Mon- Fr1.

PRICES QUOTED IN U.S. FUNDS

EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS - B & R SliT RPRISES &ASSOCIATES
29 IRVING OR.- PEFFER LAW, ONT. - LOE 1 NO -CAr-tADA.-(705) 437·3187 EX. 21
CANAD IAN DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED.

c.
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Now that The Torpet is twice the size
cJ
we nee twice as many articles.
Horning's Mills, Ontario
Canada

LON lJO

OR CALL (519) 925-5376
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We are especi·ally looking for a cartoonist

_

to draw a regular monthly strip.

''~
'

I.

CARTOONISTS

'!:
'i
'i
I
:
:
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DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE
~

THE lEST educational
program lor the VIC 20TM by
Cre•ll~• Comput/llfl magazine.
Commodorw 14 -.lon: "Thla
Ia the beat typing tutor we have
seen yet; It can get your
children touch typing In ahort
order and bring an old hand up
to speed. Includes excellent
training modules and an
arcade type mode to liven
things up and put some
pressure on; •••• +" INFC>44
Our customers continue to tell
us of their success....
:·. . delighted with my son's
progreaa ... he Ia the only
one In hla second prade cla11
who touch types a the cornputlf."
(58 year old men wrlles) . .. "great, excellent. To me a source
of great learning .. . I just can't expross how much I have
enjoyed Ill "
In dally use by schools across the USA.
"Computer aided Instruction at Its best" Ccmman"-r magazine

TYPING TUTOR

+

WORD INVADERS

The proven wsy to learn touch typing.

COMMODORE 64 Tape $21.95
COMMODORE 64 Disk $24.95
VIC 20 (unexpended) Tape $21.95

IFR ~£~\
(FLIGHT SIMULATOR~
CARTRIDGE
FOR THE VIC 20
COMMODORE 64
DISK OR TAPE

$39.95
JOYSTICK REQUIRED

Put yourself In the pllat'e .all A ftfY challenging realistic
simulation of Instrument flying In a light plane. Take off,
navigate over difficult terrain, and land at one of the 4 alrporta.
Artificial hoflz:on, ll.S, and other working Instruments on screen.
Full aircraft features. Realistic aircraft performance stall~lna, etc. Transport yourself to a real-time adventure In
the sky. Flight tested by professional pilots and Judged
" terrific"!

~ Shipping and handling $1 .00 per •
. . . order. CA residents add 6% tax.

4C4DeliW
SO~TWARE
,.._..,.. . _..... ,..._.........,_,...

P.O. Box 1277, S.n RafHI, CA MIO:I (415) 4~
MJ eul,lhnel VIC •TM or c-odooa Mni .....

- - - - ..... daNiooed.
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COt-1t·10DORE 64 ®

COMPLETE RECORD KEEPING SYSTEM
I.E:.VE.LUPED E'.-t ro
C
fH
l.ALL CHECK BOOK RECORDS
CINSTANT BANk BALANCE)
2.RECORDS ALWAYS IN BALHNCE
3.CASH JOURNAL ~ NON-CASH
EHTRIES ~ ACCOUNT BALANCES
AND DETA IL LISTINGS FOR
ANY REQU IRED TIME PERIOD
4.AUTOMATICYEAR END CLOSING
t·1Et·~LI

C:Ctt·.J ·l RCIL_LEIJ

NO ACCOUNTI NG TRAIN I NG NEEDED
HLL

JH Ottt .
(U. ::; . FUt·m S;.

~-

-J. ~...

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO(c)BUSINESS
SYSTEMS & CONVERSIONS
P.O. BOX 50505
INDIANAPOLIS, IN. 46250

MACHINE LANGUAGE

6502/6510 ML INSTRUCTIONS
Vince Sorenson
Regina, Sask.
When I first read that the C64's new
6510 chip had extra 1/0 pins. I wondered
if the 6510 would also have more ML commands. in order to access these pins.
After investigating. I found that both the
6502 <in the VIC. PET. and previous
Commodore efforts> and the 651 o have
more usable commands than previously thought.
This obviously has occurred to more
people than just myself. About a month
after discovering a few commands. I came
across an article in the October 1983
Issue of COMPUTE! that detailed some of
the commands that I had found. and some
that I hadn't. So. I decided to combine
both my work and the additional Information provided by Joel C. Shepherd in
COMPUTE!. and provide fellow users with a
comprehensive list of unofficial 6502/651 o
machine language commands.
Generally. each bit in a 6502 opcode
represents a different Instruction type or
addressing mode. An opcode byte can be
broken down with the three most significant bits representing type. and the
other bits giving the mode. There are. of
course. exceptions. but we can still postulate what the 6502 thinks It sees when It
encounters an undefined number.
For a list of documented opcodes. find
the MOS PROGRAMMING MANUAL or the
C64
PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE
MANUAL. Any hex opcodes not given here
and not documented in one of those
books can be placed In one of the following
categories :
DETRIMENTAL
<your
machine crashes>: NON-EFFECTIVE <has no
effect. except to skip one to three bytes> :
INCONSISTENT <different results from the
same parameters. repeatedly and randomly> ; and REPETITIVE <this command is
identical to another command. including
type and mode.>
Here are the unofficial OPCODES in the

following
format:
HEX
Addressing Mode> Brief
Addressing Modes.
04:
after
1B:
bytes

<NTW.implied>
This
Ignored.
<NTH.implied>
This
afterward ignored.

## :
<Mnemonic.
Description. Other
byte

and

byte

byte

and . two

07 : <SLO. zero page> These four commands shift memory left then OR the accumulator with this memory.
Other modes:
OF <absolute>
1 i1 <zero pg .x>
1F <absoiute.x>
J

27: <ALA. zero page> These six commands roll a memory location left. then
ANDs the contents of the accumulator with
the result.
Other modes:
23 <indirect.x>
12F <absolute>
'37 <zero pg.x>
38 <abs ..y>
3F <abs .. x>
43: <SAL. indirect.x> This command shifts
memory right. then loads the accumulator
with the result.
48:
<SRA.
immediate>
This
command
shifts the contents of the f accumulator
right. and then ·ANDs the result with immediate data.
47 : <SRE. zero page> These four commands shift m'emory right and then EOR
the accumulator with the shifted memory.
Other modes:
4F <absolute>
57 <zero page.x>
SF <absolute.x>
<RRA.
zero
page>
These
6
roll
67 :
memory right. and adds with carry to the
accumulator.
TORPET June-August 84
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MACHINE LANGUAGE
Other mod::ls:
6F <absolute>
73 Undirect.y>
77 <zero page.x>
7B <absolute.y>
7F <absolute.x>

ANDs the X register with B. and then subtracts the data immediately following.
EB: <SOC. immediate> This command subtracts one from the accumulator. then carry. and then the data immediately following .

87: <AAX. zero page> These three commands AND the contents of the accumulator with those of the X register.
Other modes:
BF <absolute>
97 <zero page.y>
BB: CAAX. Immediate> This command ANDs
the accumulator. the X register. and Immediate data.
A3: <LAX. indirect.x> These seven commands load both the accumulator and the
X register from the same location.
Other modes:
A7 <zero page>
AB Clmmediate>
AF <absolute>
83 <lndirect.y>
87 <zero page.x>
8F <abs .•x>
C3: <DCP. indirect.x> These six commands
decrease a memory location. then compare it with the contents of the accumulator.
Other modes:
C7 <zero page>
CF <absolute>
03 <lndirect.y>
07 <zero page .x>
OF <absolute.x>
CB:

<XAS.
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immediate>

This command
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first

E3: <ISC. indirect.x> These seven commands increase a memory location by one.
and then subtract the result from the accumulator. with carry.
Other modes:
E7 <zero page>
EF <absolute>
F3 Clndirect.y>
F7 <zero page.x>
FB <abs .•y>
FF <absolute.x>
Note that the results for ail of the
above commands are stored in the accumulator except as follows: AAX results
are stored in memory location given by
data after AAX <Immediate mode> results.
and LAX results are placed in both the accumulator and in the X register. DCP
results are shown in memory and In the
processor's status byte. XAS results are
put in the X register only.
Presently. only a few assemblers will
accept these new mnemonics. These assemblers allow either new commands to be
defined or .8YT commands which let the
user put numeric data Cln this case our
new
commands>
Into
his
program.
However. everyone should be able to
think of a way to get to use these new opcodes.
Until next time ...happy programmlnglll

HARDWARE

REDESIGNED 8K CARD
Dennis Sievers
Breese, Ill
One of the first pieces of equipment
usually added to the VIC 20 is additional
memory. Many times. this is in the form of
the 8K RAM cartridge. This is a most valuable
asset
for
the
memory-poor
VIC.
While offering added power. even this card
can
be
improved.
Two
very
simple
modifications are shown here to make the
card even more useful and easier to use.
The RAM card can reside in any of the
various expansion blocks of the VIC by
changing the setting of the four-place DIP
switch inside the case. Taking the case
apart constantly to change the settings can
be a source. of many problems. As an alternative. I cut a small hole in the top of
the case using a 6mm drill and small fi le
at a point shown in Figure l. This opening is then covered with clear tape to
prevent the entry of dust. and at the same
time allow the user to know the exact
placement of the switches. When the card
needs to be moved to another block. the
tape is removed. the switches set and the
hole re~covered.
A second useful modification is the installation of a write-protect switch. A common SPST switch is installed in the VR/W

line <pin 17> of the 8K RAM cartridge. To
do this . open the case and locate pin 17.
Trace the lines to . a small solder pad and
install a #28 wire in the pad hole. The
other end goes to on·e of the switch contacts. Turn the card over and locate the
printed circuit line from this pad to one
located approximately l4cm above. Check to
ensure that the proper line has been isolated by using an ohm meter between the
pad and pin 17. If the circuit conducts. the
proper
line has been
found and
the
second solder pad located. The line between these two pads must now be cut
using a thin knife. Use caution to cut only
one line. and be certain that the line has
been completely severed.
A secvnd #28 wire is installed between the second solder ' ' pad and the
other switch contact. When the switch is
open.
the
information
that
has
been
poked into the card will remain active and
available. even upon reset.
The above modifications will void any
warranty on the card. and may •also vo1d
any warranty on the computer as well. All
such
modifications
should
be
carefully
checked before actual trial in a computer .

FIGURE

on
I

8K RAM CARD

MODIFIED

-

S1

off

I
Approximate locations of
switches in card case

:1

h~

IS2

S 1=SPST switch for write protection
S2=4-place DIP switch for block selection
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

MICROSOFT MULTIPLAN -REVIEW
T.C. Meyer
Pickering, ON
Microsoft Multiplan Version 1.06 for the
Commodore 64 Is an electronic worksheet
developed
by
Microsoft
Corp.
and
marketed by Hesware. Human Engineered
Software. 150 North Hill Drive , Brisbane. CA
94005. 415-468-4111 .
Electronic
worksheets
like
Multiplan
basically provide for the programming of
accounting. modelling or planning type
spreadsheets
via
entering
high-level
programming
commands
Into
specific
cells
of
an
electronic
matrix
on
a
microcomputer.
Multiplan
provides
a
matrix of 63 columns and 255 rows. The
screen displays only a small portion of the
actual worksheet available . In effect. the
screen · is
a
window
which
can
be
scrolled both horizontally and vertically so
that the entire matrix can be viewed as a
series of windows .
If you have used other worksheets. you
will find that Multiplan for the C64 Is
loaded with
features and
options
not
usually found In worksheets costing less
than $130. Canadian . In fact. the C64 version Is functionally similar and offers most
of the features of Multiplan which runs on
the IBM-PC. In this review. I won 't address the numerous mathmetical functions
available in Multiplan other than to say
that they are extensive.
The initial release of Multiplan which I
purchased In November of 1983 was an
excellent product ; however. It supported
the
VIC-1525
printer.
Printing
only
worksheets on my Gemlni-1 OX printer with
Card ?
printer
interface
presented
a
alpha
characters
were
problem.
All
printed in lower case. even those which
were in upper case on the screen. The
details of this problem were forwarded to
Hesware who corrected the problem and
then. in January 84. shipped to me a
revised release of Multiplan which supports a wider range of printers as well as
page 78
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several other updated features.
The printing capability of the revised
release of Multiplan Is extremely powerful
and flexible even with non-Commodore printers.
For
example,
specific
rows.
columns. cells or the entire worksheet can
be printed In a variety of print pitches. Including
normal
and
compressed
print.
I.e.. 17 characters per Inch. The margins. at the top. bottom . left and right
sides can be set to control the print-out
line length and location · as desired. thus
making full use of the Star Gemln l-1 OX or
Gem lni-15X
printer
features.
Th is
worksheet also has extremely versatile features for formatting text and values in the
rows and columns of the worksheet. Some
of these features are: text centering. left
and right justification of columns. per cent
format. dollar sign format. Integer format.
and fixed format with a specified number
of decimal places. Once the formats for a
worksheet are entered, these will appear on
both the screen as well as the printout of
the worksheet. Multiplan also supports the
printing of all the formulae which you have
programmed for a specific worksheet. This
Is a valuable feature. In that It provides
you with a hard copy of your worksheet
logic for review and future reference. In
addition. when a worksheet is saved to
disk. the printing options and formats
which have been set up are saved on the
data file as well. Thus. the worksheet can
be easily printed In exactly the same format later on.
To run Multiplan on the C64. a 1541
or compatatible type of disk drive Is required as tape input/output is not supported. This is not surprising . since the 1541
disk' drive requires about two minutes to
mitially load the multiplan programs . .Also.
the initial release of Multiplan requires that
the program disk remain In the disk
drive to support many of the Multiplan
iunctions. This makes saving and loading

SOFTWARE REVIEW
of Multiplan data files a series of swapping exercises between the program disk
and
the
data
file
disk.
The
revised
release of Multiplan solves this problem by
requiring that a 97-sector support file be
written
to
each
data
disk
upon
initialization. The data disk is placed in the
disk drive after Multiplan is loaded. and
therefore eliminates the need for the disk
swapping . Even so. writing a data file to
disk is a slow process. partly because the
worksheet in some cases is automatically
recalculated as the first step of the
saving
operation .
It
takes
about
two
minutes to write a 24-sector relative file
while retrieving it takes about one minute.
When using the revised version of
Multiplan. the data disk with the program
support
file
on
it
is
automatically
.referenced
by
Multiplan
to
swap
into
memory
the
necessary
routines
to
process
each
new
worksheet
function
which
you
have
entered
from
the
keyboard.
Because
of
the
memoryconserving program swapping features of
Multiplan. a fairly large worksheet can be
contained In memory. For example. the 24sector data file mentioned earlier was comprised of a worksheet of 1o columns and
3l rows of data. including formulae involving
calculations
on
210
cells.
This
worksheet used up about 25% of the C64
memory which is available for worksheet
space. The original version works in a
similar manner. except the Multiplan disk
must be In the disk drive.
A feature of Multiplan that puts it
ahead of some other spreadsheets is its
ability to sortI on columns of Information .
Numbers anq text can be sorted in ascending
or
descending
order.
Multiple
columns of a worksheet can be sorted in a
"sort key• fashion by sorting In the order
of the least significant to the most significant columns. By using this technique. a
sorted report can be easily generated.
Another
excellent
feature
of
this
worksheet Is . the capability to name cells
or groupS' of cells. so that you can refer
to them easily. Whole rows or columns or ,
a specific cell can be assigned a na'me

lor
future
reference.
For
example.
a
given row can be named "QuiJntity ". and
he nce any cell
in
that row can
be
referenced in formulae by simply usmq the
designated name. Therefore . formulae can
be 'set up such as "Cost=Qua n tity•Price ".
where the name feature has been used to
reference the cells corresponding to the
specific
names.
Like
most
other
worksheets .
the
direct
cell
reference
modes can be used. but this results in
less intelligible formulae such as
R8C6 =R5C2•RrC4.
Even a more significant feature related to the name function is the ability to
use multiple worksheets. This function . used
in conjunction with a special External copy
function . provides the ability to
relate
wor ksheets
to
each
other.
While
the
specific details of this can become fairly
complex to initially set up. once it is completed . Multiplan will automatically keep
track of changes affecting both dependent
and supporting worksheets. This Is a valuable feature because it allows. for example.
to
relate
"Quantity"
from
a
January worksheet to "YTD Quantity" of a
February worksheet. When the dependent
worksheet. February. Is loaded from disk.
the interrelated information from the supporting worksheet. January. will automat!. cally
appear
on
the
screen
of
the
February worksheet In the "YTD Quantity"
area which had been previously specified.
The biggest drawback that Multiplan has
running on the C64 is the relatively slow
disk operations of the 1541 drive. It can
take five minutes or more for the 1541
disk drive to save a fairly large worksheet.
I found the C64 version of Multiplan to
be an extremely reliable product. It is also
one of the most powerful worksheets for
this microcomputer. It Is relatively Inexpensive . yet it can be used to produce complex spreadsheet results which are often
only available on much more expensive
microcomputer configurations. If you need
an excellent spreadsheet for your C64 to
handle your "What If" modelling. or accounting
requirements. I highly recommend it.
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TIPS . FOR GOOD 'P ROGRAMMING
Robert Dray
Peterborough, ON
Otten in our programs we will ask for
mput such as the name of the . user or
some other data. The program will then
tump to the next section as soon as the
user presses the RETURN key.
From the user ' s point of view. this often seem s rather abrupt. The program can
oe mu ch more · user friendly " by making
me machine say "Thank you". This message need only appear on the screen for l
to 2 seconos and then have the program
continue . but this is enough to make the
user feel that the machine · appreciates· his
action . and therefore the user is put at ease.
Humans do not
computers and the
delays can greatly
program . One must
place time delays
would work better .

react as quickly as the
judicious use of time
enhance an interactive
avoid the tendency to
where other methods

It is often necessary to print instructions on the screen. and as often happens. they won 't all fit on a single
screen. It is tempting to try something cute
here such as using a time delay or printing out each word separately and having
the text eventually scroll off the top of the
screen . These methods will work fine as
long as you ar:e accurately able to judge
the reading ability of the user. If the user
is a slower reader. or has to sneeze. the
material may pass by too quickly and the
user is lett with a bad feeling about the
prografO .
A better way to handle this situation is
to have n little routine that lets the user
control when the next material is to be
presented . This
routine
and
the
time
delay routine can be set up as subroutines and can be activated with the
GOSUB command . Here is a sample of
each routine:
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2000
2010
2020
3000
3010
3020
3030

REM liME DELAY
FOR T
1 TO TD*1000:NEXT
RETURN
REM USER CONTROLLED DELAY
PRINr'PRESS ";CHR$(34);"C";CHR$(34);" TO CONTINUE
GET GS: IF GS "C" THEN 3020
RETURN

The time
such as:
50 TO

delay

is

called

with

a

line

2 GOSUB 2000

The value of TO determines the number of
seconds <approximately> for the delay. and
this may be varied each time the routine is
called .
The CHR$<34) ' s in the other routine are
necessary to place the letter C in ,Quotation marks. The line following the GOSUB
3000 command will often start with a
clear the screen command and then the
new material is presented .
The REM statement is used to add
documentation
to
a
program.
which
means that it makes the program LISTing
easier to read . These REM statements are
completely ignored by the computer as it
executes the program. and thus they are
only used by the human who is looking at
the LISTing. Some people go overboard and
will put one or more REM statements for
each line of program . but this can make
the program harder to read than having no
REMarks
at
all.
If
the
program
Is
separated
into
blocks
which
perform
specific tasks. as outlined in earlier articles in this . series. then one or two
brief REM statements are usually sufficient to
tell what that block of code is doing. A
calculation that may not be obvious Is also
a prime candidate for a REM statement.
such as the following:
250 FIN V*(1+1/100)*Y X) :REM finds value of investment

I

t
I

PROGRAMMING
Another useful appli cation
line loop structures as shown :

-

is

to

out-

200 REM LOOP
210 FOR I
1 TO 25
220 PRINT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER";
Z30 INPUT NUM(I}
240 NEXT I
250 REM ENDLOOP

Whether an automatic FOR-NEXT loop
is used. or a conditional loop using an IFTHEN statement. the use of the REM statement makes the loop more visi ble in ' the
listing and
thus the
program will
be
easier to understand.
200 REM LOOP
210 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE A POSITIVE NUMBER"

220 INPUT NUM
230 IF NUM > 0 THEN 210
240 REM ENDLOOP

This is a simple example and obviously there could be many lines of code
between lines 210 and 230. but the entire loop structure would stand out on the
page as a unit. This will make debugging
the program easier as well as trying to
figure out. 6 months from now. what the
program is doing.
You
could
also
include
in
your
programs : a list of variables and what they
stand for . your name and address. what
the program does ... anything that helps to
make the program a little easier to understand is fair game for REM statements .

·wHAT'S THIS ABOUT AN

'ESCAPE'

STATEMENT?•
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SPREADSHEET

PRACTICALC 64
John Scott
Toronto, ON
PRACTICALC
64
is
a
Spreadsheet
pro gram developed for the Commodore 64
by Computer Software Associates and imported
into
Canada
by
Advantage
Co mputer Accessories of Mississauga. What
follows is the set of impressions of a firsttime user of a spreadsheet .
PRACTICALC 64 has the usual array of
·unct1 ons available to the user plus some
1ery nice goodies whi c h set it apart from
most other spreadsheets that I have seen
for the 64 . For example: Formulae can be
entered into any cell at any time. but actu al ca lculations are done only upon command. Calculations can be done using
fixe d values or they can be do ne relative
to ex ist i ng or cal c ulate d values. Entries can
be replica ted to any set of rows or
co lumn s. The entries in a sheet may be
so rted using any column of the sheet as
the sortin g key . A row or column or both
ca n be designated as titled so that it
(t h ey> always appe ar on the 'screen no
matter whe re you move around the sheet
and a sing le column can be made a difier ent wuHh fr om all of the others.
The PRACTICALC 64 disk contains two
pr og r ams. fh e fir st is a loader program
a na the second is the program itself. Both
pr ogr am5 are auto-run : the user simply
l oad~ tt1 e l 1rst one and it takes over from
:tH: r ~~ . I\Jot1 11 nq mo re need s to be done unti l F't-iAC l i CAt. C 64 asks how many rows
anu (;ol urn n s are r equire d in the spreadsneet. The se va lues are pr eset at 40 rows
iJ(lO
:';., co1 umns
but ca n be c hanged to
:m v corn bmilll on o f rows and columns that
~!V I~ 2 UlJ0 Ce li S Or les s.
f\ ttnr
th e
number
of
rows
and
·.o:u mn !:o
nil s
been
set .
the
user
is
pr ef;e nte <J with a bl ank sheet into which
numher !:> may be e ntered or data loaded
Horn a 111e c rea te d from a previous sesSion f·fiA( , TIC A LC uses a dual c ursor system tor the e nt ry o f d ata into the sheet.
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One cursor ind icates the cell Into whic h
the date will event ually be entered and the
second shows the position of the next
typed character in the Input area at the
top of the screen . Pressing the RETURN
key will tran sfer from the input area Into
the cell occup ied by the main cursor.
without moving the c u rsor. Pressing any of
the cursor control keys enters the data into
the app ropriate c ell and moves the main
cursor in the
direction indicated . The
CLRIHOME key has the same effect. but
moves the cursor to the top left c or ner of
the sheet after entering the data. While the
data is being entered into the input are a
it can be ed ited u sing the INST/DEL key in
the normal edit mode of t he 64.
PRACTI CALC 64 ma kes good use of the
Function Keys. ' Fl ' indi cates the entry of a
formula . wh ile ' F3 ' is the real workhorse
key. The first press of 'F 3' pre sents a
menu of items in the in put area at the top
of the screen. The user then indic ates
which
entry
Is
d esired
by
a
single
keystroke . Possible entries at this stage
are: ' B' to blan k the cursor cell ; 'C' for
clearing th~ enti re sheet <you are asked if
you are sure to prevent catastrophic loss
of data>;
' D'
for
d elet l ng
a row or
column ; ' F' to c hange the format of a
single cel l; ' G' for setting the form at of all
cells or c hang ing the width of the c el ls: ' I'
to insert a new row or col umn; 'J' for
right justific ation of labels in cells or to
change numbers to graphics form : 'L' for
loading files from tape or disk: 'M' to
move the contents of a ce ll; 'P ' for pri nting a sheet: ' S' for saving the contents of
a sheet to tape or disk: 'T' for creating
title rows and c olu mns or for changing the
width of a single column , ' X' for sorting a
column of labels or numbers: ' 8 ' for Initiating
the
search
function
and
the
space bar to cou nt the number of empty
cells In the sheet. ' FS ' begins a replication operation and ' F7' Is an escape key
to abort any undesi red operations or to

SPREADSHEET
correct mistakes.

be changed by using the replication function.

Mathematical formulae may Include almost any expression that the user might
dream up. Included are most of the builtIn functions from Commodore BASIC as
well as some extras for summing a
column and counting entries In a row or
column .

The manual supplied Is a very well
written booklet of 65 pages. Explanations
are clear. concise and complete. A complete Index helps to find things quickly and
easily.
As mentioned above. I have found some
things that 1 would have done differently
had 1 written the program. For one thing.
It Is not possible to view the disk directory while PRACTICALC 64 Is In the
machine. Such a facility would help those
of you who can't remember file names and
provide a check that a just-saved file
really exists without having to reload the
file . A saved sheet does not 'remember'
the column widths If these have been
changed from the standard 9 characters.
nor does It remember which are the title
row and/or column. It Is necessary to
reset
these
each
time
a
sheet
Is
recalled from a tape or disk file. In the
replication of a formula . . PRACTICALC 64
asks If each cell reference In the for·mula Is to be fixed or relative to the cell
In which the number Is being placed. This
Is done by using a cursor which is almost Impossible to see. More contrast Is
definitely In order for this cursor: simply
going to reverse field would be much better.

Does It work? Yes and It works very
well . although 1 do have some reservations about It <more on that later>. As a
teacher. 1 am essentially using It as an
automated mark book -- In that regard It
Is the ultlmatel I can "play• with marks an.d
test marks to be sure that I weigh tests
and quizzes and exams In such a way as
to give the most benefit to the most
students. and 1 can do It quickly without
wearing down a set of calculator batteries and my fingernails! The fact that
PRACTICALC 64 will sort entries <very
quickly> makes It useful for any application which requ ires ordered entries of any
kind. The user's Imagination rules In this regard.
PRACTICALC 64 also allows the conversion of numeric data to graphics mode.
This conversion can be either a simple set
of asterisks or to a "high resolution• bar
graph mode. The results can be printed on
a
Commodore
compatible
printer.
To
change to graphics the user presses 'F3'
following by •J' from the sub-menu to
change the cell occupied by the main cursor. The rest of a row or column can then
•
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In spite of these reservations. I am not
sorry that I Invested In PRACTICALC 64. I
like It: It does what I want It to do and
does It very well. I would recommend It to
my friends.
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ADAMS
But Honey, the computer aakt
that It waa a better design!
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LANGUAGES

THE TOWER OF BABEL
b y Herbe r t Gross
El g in, Ill.
Fortunately.
man
did
not
c reate
c omp uter s 1n his own image. While we can
desrgn them to look like us and program
rhem to d o ta sks in a similar manner to
us . the di fferences are profound ... except in
one are a. Fo r both computers and man
m ere are enough language differences to
~llnd e r intr a - species communication.
Eve n am ong Co mmodores. which are
lar gely ba sed on th e same circ uits. by the
~ a me
manu t,acture r.
the
same problem
exists. Pr ograms for different PETs will not
RU N on eac h other unchanged. They will
have even more di fficulty in RUNn ing on
VIes. 64s or the new B series. I rec ently
read an art ic le about a program made to
tran slate Chinese into English . It is iron ic
tt1at suc h a program. designed to' translate
suc h drve r se languages. has to RUN on a
specific model of ~ specific brand of machine.

-

What I would really like to know is
whet her the translation of ideagrams from
Chinese into Eng lish is easier than the
tran slati on
of
variables.
values
and
operatio ns through electrical impulses from
DEC. IBM or Apple
into Commodore ?
Pe r haps because I am a novice. 1 take an
oversim plistic view of complexities . It still
seem s to me that after setting aside
operations of color and sound . anyth ing
tha t one computer can put on one screen .
another computer can put on another
sc reen . Any operation performed by any
other computer can probably be performed
by a PET or 64 . Though the 'techniques ' ,
for want of a better word . and even the
tec hnology may be different. the basic
operations would be the same.
A translation pr ogram is basically a
c ompari so n and substitution of one value
or operation for another. This is someth ing
com puter s
should
be
able
to
be
prog r ammed
to
do
faster.
and
more
page 84
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accurately. than man. The major diffi cu lties
to be overcome would be programs that
required more memory than the second
machine
had.
Even
this
could
' be
compensated for. to an appreciable extent.
by using some kinds of Interactive m ass
storage techn iques.
Let's get back to sound and color.
Sound capabi lities can be ad ded to virtually
any computer without undue difficulty or
expense . The add-on m igh t not have the
richness of true sound synthesis . but wo uld
probably be suffic.lent for 99 % of games.
household.
business
and
research
applications. Color would si mply have to be
translated
to
monochromatic
shades .
Photographic artists have been working In
black and white long after color was easily
available . Newspapers usually approximately
shades of grey in photos by the s pacing
of black and white dots. Th is is virtually
identical to the turning off and on pixels in
high resolution graphics.
There has to be a chan ge in thinking
on the part of some programm ers. Usually,
and
often
with
good
reason .
most
programmers' efforts are directed toward
protecting and restricting access to their
programs. One of these days. though .
someone will come along . do the opposite
and become wealthy. Designing a program
to translate yours and others' programs
from one machine to another can g reatly
increase your income. First. It could double
income from previously successful machi ne
specific programs. It could double income
from future programs. In addition . the
translation program itself could be sold o r
licensed. Aside from monetary factors. It
would improve the whole industry. After all .
someone who composes a song or writes a
book doesn't have to worry about the
manufacturer or brand name and model
number of the printing press.
record or

MACHINE LANGUAGE
phonograph .
Whoever is the first to do it. please
hurry!! Our local school district has just
purchased some Apples. we have a 64 and

;

one of my child ' s friends has a TRS80. It
would be so great if they could all learn
together and see their own programs running on each other ' s machines.

CBM CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY
Mark Niggemann
Ames,. Iowa
GOAL OF ARTICLE
To inform other programmers that use
the CBM assembler on the C64 about an
undocumented feature. that
of cond~tional
assembly.
The CBM assembler for the C64 is a
fa irly inexpensive. yet rather complete. assembly. development system. It has to be
one of the best assembly development systems tor the price <under $20 in most
places>. Despite Commodore's good intentions on selling good software at a low
price. they did leave out a very important
fact about the CBM assembler on the C64.
The CBM assembler on the C64 has what
is called Conditional Assembly.

conditional assembler pseudo-ops. .IFE and
.IFN. .IFE is IF Equal to zero. It mean s. if
the label expression is equal to zero. it
will assemble the conditional
block of
code. .IFN is IF Not equal to zero. If the
lahel expression is not equal to zero . it
will assemble the conditional block. A
label expression can 'be just a single
label or an expression of labels that are
joined by + or EXAMPLES:
.IFE COLWID- 40 <
. ;The code would go
. ;right here instead
. ;of these cJots

>
.IFN FLAT <

Conditional assembly is a very useful
means
of
creating
specialized
coding . ;Ditto here
using the same source file<s>. For ex>
ample . say. if you have to write a disNotice th e · <' on the line followin g the
play driver tor 40. 64 and 80 columns.
Most of the coding for all of them is iden- label expression. This must appear there ;
tical. with the exception of a small patch. otherwise . you will get an assembly err or .
Instead of having three separate source Al so note the '> • on the line after the last
mod ules.
you
can
use
Conditional . line of code in the conditional block. The ·
Assembly and include all three . If you use >' mu st be in the first column on th e.;:'line
as a variable label COLWID. you just block. If there isn ' t one or you don 't have
change whatever COLWID is and you have it in the first column . then the asse mbl er
changed the conf,iguration of the display will crash. Other than that . there isn ' t much
driver. Conditional Assembly is also very to using conditional assembly.
useful in the expansion of MACRO's . but
Conditional assembly is a very power I'll let you discover more about that on
ful tool in the bag of assembly language
your own.
programming tricks . and it is. well worth the
effort of this article to bring to li ght what
HOW DO YOU DO IT?
has been until now an unknown feature of
On the CBM assembler. you have two the CBM assembler.
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IF YOU OWN A

COMMODORE 64 or VIC-20
HAVE FUN
and
MAKE MONEY
with a

TORPETWARE

PARTY

(A New Software & Hardware Marketing Concept
from Torpet Magazine)

DOES SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY KNOW A LITTLE BIT
MORE ABOUT COMPUTERS THAN JUST GAMES? SAY
THEY DO A BIT OF BASIC PROGRAMMING. OR THEY
USE A WORD PROCESSOR? HERE IS A CHANCE TO
EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMPUTERS. AND
HAVE FUN AND MAKE MONEY AT THE SAME TIME . WE
WILL SEND YOU NEW COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE TO TRY
OUT AND DEMONSTRATE IN YOUR HOME TO OTHER
COMMODORE OWNERS. THIS PLAN COULD MAKE YOU
AS MUCH MONEY AS A FULL-TIME JOB. AND YOU
WILL PROBABLY FIND IT A LOT MORE FUN.

••
For Pull Details
Write or Call
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PROGRAMMING

STRUCTURED LISTINGS
FOR THE COMMODORE 64
Charles Kluepfel
New York, N.Y.
Listing 1 has two parts. both listings of
the same program . Which is easier to read
and understand? ... the second one. of
course. The spaces that make reading
easier. but take up precious program
space. left out of the program listed at the
top. are Inserted Into the listing at the
bottom. That listing also shows only one
statement per line. indents FOR ... NEXT loops
for easier
reading.
indents
conditional
statements dependent on an IF ... THEN . and
shows the ASC11
values
of
unknown
characters
Cthis
on a
non-Commodore
printer> . Line 90 was stored with some wild
spacing . even putting a space between the
two characters of a two-character variable
name. The formatted listing corrects all
this. The de ci mal code for PI that the C64
sends out to the printer is 255 or hex FF.
My Epson printer interprets this as an
Instruction
to
delete
the
preceding
character: thus . the last two characters in '
quotes in line 70 do not show up at all .
as the last tells the printer not to print the
next to last. The formatted listing shows the
last two characters correctly. The same
thing happened on line 80 X = Pl. with
the PI being spelled out as [Pil on the
formatted one. Note that within quotes PI is
listed as [2551. but outside of quotes It Is
a token that translates to [PI) . See
Appendices E and F of the Commodore 64
User 's Guide for an expla nation of ASC11
codes. The Cardco printer interface on the
first listing did rescue some otherwise
unprintable codes . but who would know that
the italic comma at the end was a
CHR$ Cl 72} ; the formatted listing tells you
just what is there . Note that NEXT J.l is
expanded .
showing
in
parentheses
the
imagined second NEXT. as the statement is
equivalent to NEXT J : NEXT I. but NEXT
J.NEXT I would be invalid syntax; the
parentheses say "do not type In that word
NEXT" .

The concept of making programs easter
to
read
has
been
called
"structured
programming•. and one of the techniques
used is indentation for readability.
In May of 1980. a program called LIST
appeared
In
Call-APPLE
FORMATTER
magazine. written by Mark Capella. t have
been using what I consider an Improved
version of that program to list my Apple
programs. When I got a Commodore 64. I
felt the need even more strongly to have
such a program . An Apple. In a normal
LIST at least. Inserts spaces around key
words so that all the spaces that It
automatically strips away from within Input
program lines. conserving program space.
are provided where necessary to separate
words <no two non-key words ever appear
consecutively . so all words are separated
by at least one space> . Accustomed as I
am not to type spaces. as they are
Ignored by the Apple anyway <and they take
up precious space In large C64 programs>.
I felt a strong need to have a C64 version
of the LIST FORMATTER. So. I re-wrote It
for the Commodore and gained all Its benefits.
Four blank lines are printed for each
62 lines of actual printing. thus skipping
over perforations. Note that. to get the
proper standard format for an IF ... THEN
with just a line number. either use IF ...
THEN line number. or IF ... THEN GOTO
line number; do not use IF ... GOTO line
number In your program to be listed ; such
a line would be listed on one line. When
listing to the video screen rather than a
printer. the [ and 1 <braces> appear as
graphic symbols of a plus sign or cross
and a vertical bar . which then surround
special symbol designations.
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PROGRAMMING
How Do You Use The Program?
First load the program you wish listed
Into .memory. Then type the following :
POKE 251.PEEK<43> :POKE 252.PEEK<44>
terminating the line with a carriage return .
Then type
POKE 43 .PEEK<4S> :POKE 44.PEEK<46>:NEW
again . ending with RETURN. Be sure you
do not make any mistakes. as you are
changing the pointers to the beginning of
BASIC program memory space . Then LOAD
the LIST FORMATTER program previously
saved to tape or disk. and RUN it.
You will be prompted TESTING.VIDEO:?
The reply Is to be two numbers. usually
0.0. If. however. you want to have the
listing appear on the TV screen. make the
second number non-zero. say type 0.1.
Making the first number <testing> non-zero
produces a listing that contains some Inside
information on the locations of the program
In memory. and Is rarely used. Try It If
you would like to learn more about how
BASIC Is stored Internally. and If you can
follow the program listing.
If you selected video by making the
second number non-zero . you will soon see
the listing form on the TV screen. If.
however. you specified the second number
as zero so that you would get printed
output. you will be prompted for some
further Information first. In response to
TITLE:? enter the title of the program
followed by RETURN. Then . In response to
NAME:? type In your name. In response to
DATE:? type In today's date. but remember.
do not use a comma or colon In these
entries. as they are each Input via an
INPUT statement. and these characters
would cut off the data being Input. To the
prompt
SECONDARY
ADDRESSES:?
you
should respond with two numbers separated
by a comma. Usually. a secondary address
of 0 Indicates the normal upper-case-only
mode.
while
seven
Indicates
upper-and-lower-case mode. The first of
the two secondary addresses is for the
heading <title, author's name. date> and the
second for the actual program listing. 1
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usually use the 7 for the former. while the
latter depends on whether the program
being listed was wr itten for upper/lower
case . If using 7 for the titles. before
responding to the TITLE :? prompt. press
Commodore-Shift so that the characters go
to lower case on the screen ; then use the
shift key to enter the headings as you
want them printed ; be sure not to have the
shift down or locked on when pressing
RETURN at the end of any Input.
Once you have typed In the two
secondary
addresses.
separated
by
a
comma. the listing will start. If you allow It
to complete . it wil l print COMMENTS: at the
bottom. thus labelling the final blank portion
of a page. You will get a READY back and
the program in memory wi ll be the one
that had been be ing listed . and not the
FORMATTER prog ram .
If you wish to interrupt the listing while
it Is still in progress. you have two
choices . If you press the STOP key. the
LIST FORMATTER program will still be in
memory. and you may even modify It and
then RUN it again ; the listing will start
over .
Before
restarting.
press
STOP/RESTORE and type CLOSE 4 to
assure that the print file Is closed . If.
however. you decide that you want the
listing to stop and you want the program In
memory to revert to that one being listed.
press the Fl key Instead of the STOP key.
That will cause a premature end of the
LIST FORMATTER as soon as the line being
printed at tht moment has finished printing.
and the subject program will be the only
one in memory.

The following is an example of a
program . both listed normally and using the
LIST FORMATTER program.

LISTING 1
10
15
20
30
40
50
60

FORI=5T025STEP5:FORJ=lT05
UNFORMATTED
IFI=JTHENNEXTJ,I:GOT050
PRINTI,J;
PRINTI+J
NEXTJ,I
FORY=lT030 :PRINTY;:IFY< 15THENPRINTSQR<Y>;
PRINT:NEXT
70 PRINT''CBK >C WH>CRO }C CY>CPU>CGR>CBL>CYL>CRV}CRO>COR>CBR>CLR>CG1>CG2}
{LG> CLB} CG3 } C??} C??} . "
80 X- '
90 J = 30+ 5•1( y
READY.

list formattar test
C. Kl Ltepfel
10

15

20
30
40
50

60
70
80
90

1983 Sept

...,...,
........

LISTING 1

FORMATTED
FOR I = 5 TO 25 STEP 5
FOR J = 1 TO 5
IF 1 = J ' THEN
NEXT J.
<NEXT> I
GOTO 50
PRINT I~J;
PRINT I + J
NEXT J.
<NEXT) I
FOR Y = 1 TO 30 :
PRINT Y;
IF Y < 15 THEN
PRINT SQR <Y);
PRINT
NEXT
PRINT '' CBLK>CWHT>CRED>CCYN}CPURJCGRNJCBLUJ CYEL>CRVS>CRVSO}CORNG}
CBRWN} CL TRD} CGRD CGR2} CL TGRN} CL TBLU} CGR3} {1 > (2} { 172} { 165} (255}"
X =
CP I }
J = 30 + 5 * XV

LISTING 2
Listing 2 is the actual LIST FORMA TIER program
listed normally, except for the (F1] in Jines 7003
and 7103. They shou ld be replaced with the actual
F1 key character.

140 J.nput"testing ,vJ.deo:";te,vi
150 gosub1000:gosub2000:gosub3000
160 l.fvi•Othenprint:print:print:print"comments: "
170 ifvi~Othenprint~4:close4
180 poke45,paek(43):poke46,peek(44):poke43,peek(25l):poke44,peek(252):clr:end
1000 rem set up tokens
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1030
1040
1045
1050
1060
1070
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1300
1310
1320
2000
2030
2035
2040
3000
3050
)060
3065
3070
3080
3081
3090
3100
4000
4040
4045
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4114
4115
412 0
4130
4135
4140
4150
4160
4165
4170
4180
4200
4220
4224
4225

iftestingthenprint"setting up tokens"
dimtknS(128) : fori=1to75:readtknS(i):next
tknS(128)=chrS(123)+"pi"+chrS(125 )
dimrpS(255)
forir-5t o 31 : readrpS(i):next:fori =129tol59:readrpS(i):next
return
data end, for, next, data, input It, input, dim·, read, let, go to
data run,if ,restore,gosub,return,rem ,stop,on,wait,load
data save,verify,def , poke,printlt,print,cont,list,clr,cmd
data sys , open,close,get,new,tab(, to,fn,spc(,then
data not,step,+,-,*,/,~.and,or,>
data =,c,sgn,int,abs,usr,fre,pos,sqr,rnd
data log,exp,cos,sin,tan,atn,peek,len,strS,val
data asc,chrS,leftS,rightS,midS
<lata wht,,,disc,ensc,,,,rtn,lc,,,csrd,rvs,home,del,,,, ,, , ,red,csrr,grn , blu
data o rng ,,,, fl,f3,f5,f7,f2,f4 , f6,f8,srtn,uc,,blk,csr u ,rvso,clr,inst,brwn
data ltrd,gr1,gr2,ltgrn,ltblu ,gr3,pur,csr l,yel,cyn
rem get headings
J.fv i=Otheninput " title : ";ttS :input" name
: ";fiS:input "date
:";daS
.i.fvi=Otheninput"secondary addresses: ";sa( l),sa(2)
return
rem print the listing
J.fvideothenprint"~"

J.fvi=Othenopen4,4,sa(1) :cmd4 :print:printttS:printfiSspc (60-len ( ttS ))daS:lc=3
J.fvl=Othenprintlt4:close4 :open4 ,4 ,sa(2):cmd4
l.ftestingthenpn.nt "main line."
.1n=O: tn.:O: liS="": sr f=O: pb=p~ek( 252 ) ..-256+peek( 251)
nb=peek(4J)+peek(44) ... 256-pb-1
yosub1000:l.feop~ Othen3090

return
rem prl.nt one numbered line
lp=O:tn~o:qfzO:rf=O:nx=O:d£=0

.i.fpsthengosub7000
g osub6000:x=by:gosub6000:x=by*256+x :nb=rib-2 :iftestingthenprint"memptr= "x
.lftestingthenpri nt"nb= ";nb
l.fnb<ltheneop= 1:return,
yosub6000:x=by:gosub6000:lne=x+by"256 : nb=nb-2:iftestingthenprint"line #= " lne
.lftestingthenprl.nt"nb= ";nb
J.f n bc1theneop m 1:~eturn

yosub6000: nbmnb·- l: ifby=Othenreturn
.i.fbyc12Bthen4135
lftkS( by-127 )= " rem"andsrfthengosub7100
.i.ftkS(by-127)="rem" andsrf=Othengosub7lOO:ct=O:srf=l:goto4140
.lftkS(by- 127)<>"rem"orsrf =Othengosu.b7 lOO: ct=O:srf=O:goto4140
yosub7lOO:ct~o:srf=O

prl.ntrightS("
"+strS( lne) , 5); : ct=S: goto4160
gosub6000:nb=nb-1:ifby=Othenct=O:return
lp=lp+l
.i.fct>79thengosub7000
J.fby>127andqf=Othengosub5000:goto4150
.lfby=32andqf20andrf=Oanddf=Othen4150
J.fct<8+in+tnthenprintspc(B+in+tn-ct); :ct=8+in+tn
iflp=1andrf=Oandtf=Othenprintspc(B+in+tn-ct):ct=8+in+tn
J.flp<>1orrf>Oortf=Othen4230
.i.fby >= 48andbyc=57thenprintspc(B+t n+i n-ct)"goto "; :lp=lp+5:ct=8+in+t/n+5
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4 230
4235
4240
4250
4253
4255
4256
4257
4259
4260
4261
4262
4270
4275
4276
4277
42'78
4280
4285
4290
4 300
4310
4320
5000
50 30
5040
5045
5050
506 0
5065
5066
5067
5010
507 4
5075
S0'76
5080
!50 90
5 100
510 5
51 10
r.ooo
60 30
G040
7000
7003
700 4
7005
7010
7100
7103
7101
7 10 5
7110

lfby-.asc(":")andqf•Othenprint" "; :nx-O:ct=ct+1
ifct>79thengosub7000
iflp•1andtfthenprintspc(8+in+tn-ct); :ct•8+in+tn
iflp-1andby-32then4150
ifby>31andby<96or(by>31andby<128orby>191andby<224)and(sa(2)>•6)then4262
.lfrp.S(by)>'"'then4259
s.s.-smid.S( str.$( by), 2): ifct >79-len( s.S )-1 thengosub7000
printchr.S(123)s.Schr.S(125);:ct•ct+len(s.S)+2:goto4270
ifct>79-len{rp.S(by))-1thengosub7000
printchr.S(123)rp.S(by)chr.S(125); : ct•ct+len(rp.S(by))+2
goto'\270
printchrS(by); :ct=ct71 : ifct>79thengosub7000
ifby-34thenqf=1 - qf
ifct >7 9thengosub7100
.l fby <>asc ( "," )ornxcOthen4280
iftn=Oo rliS'="f"thenin=in-4
lp.-: 1 : gosub7100 : printspc( 8+in+tn i " ( next ) "; : ct=8+in+tnt7
ifby <> asc(":")o rqfthen4150
d f.a-0
gosub6000:nbanb-1:ifby=Othengosub7100:ct=O:return
i fby=asc ( ": " )then4160
gosub7100: lp... 1
goto4170
rem print a token's meaning
tf.=.o
iflp >1thenprint" "; :ct=ct+l
ifct >79thengosub7000
iftkS ( by-127)="next"thennx•1:iftn=-OorliS="f"thenin-in-4
iflp=1thenprintspc(8+in+tn-ct);:ct•8+in+tn
i f c t >79-len ( tknS(by-127))thengosub7000
i fcl <8+i n+tnthenprintspc(8+in+tn-ct) ; :cts 8+in+tn
iftkS(by- 127)•""thenprintchr.S(123)midS(strS(by),2)chrS(125)""; :ct-:ct+S:
goto5074
printtknS(by-127)" ";:ct•ct+len(tkn.S(by-127))+1
ps=O:iftn>Othen5080
i ftk S( by-127)-" "goto"ortkS(by-127)•"return" ortkS(by-127)a"end"thenps-1
iftkS ( by··127 )="run"ortk.S( by-127 )•"stop"thenpsz1
.lftkS ( by-127)•"for"thenin•in+4:liS•"f":return
.i..ftkS ( oy-127) ="then"thengosub7000:tn=tn+4:lp=O:tf"'1:liS=-"t":return
iftkS( by- 127)=-" rem"thenr£•1
iftkS ( by-127 )="data"thendf-1
return
rem gel next byte of program
iftestingthenprinl"*";
by•peek(pb):pb•pb+1:return
print:lc=lc+1:iflc>61andvi-oandteaOthenprint:print:print:print:lc-o
getxS:ifxS="CF1J"then170:rem fl
ifvi=Othencmd4
pr i ntspc ( B+in+tn);:ct•B+in+tn
return
print:lc=lc+l:iflc>61andvi•Oandte =Othenprint:print:print:print : lcwQ
getxS:ifxS= " (Fl ] "then170 : rem f1
i fvi •Othencmd4
c t zO
retu.rn
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PRINTER

THE 1526

GOOD PRINTER,
LOUSY MANUAL

Howard ·M. Mesick
Hartly, DE
I'm
very
happy
with
my
new
Commodore 1526 prlrter. It hooks up
directly to my VIC <or your 64> through a
3-1/2 foot <too shorO cable. without need
for
an
expensive
Interface.
While
It
doesn't have the print enhancement options of the Epsons. it doesn't need
them. Its regular 8x8 matrix Is very sharp
and pleasing . One problem: the nines look
almost like eights. Only the OKI 92 and the
IDS 480 do better. for 50% more at a discount. plus Interface.
Nominally a plea machine <1 o characters/inch>. my 1526 squeezes 32 letters and
spaces Into
3 Inches.
close enough .
Double- and quad-wide characters also
print. A platten allows the use of single
sheets. while the tractor width Is adjustable. unlike some more expensive frlctlon/plnfeed competitors.
Great device. great price!
Only one component Is clearly defective. part #983001810
the "friendly"
user's guide. Lucky for you that aging potbellied boy geniuses like me are around to
fill In the Instructions that Commodore left
out.
SET-UP SNAGS

The first major omission Is In the section.
"Preparing to Use Your Printer".
While mention Is made that you should take
out any "foreign material that may have
fallen Into the mechanism•. you are not
told to remove the . tape holding down the
print head or the little plastic block next to
the head. Please do so. On the bottom of
the 1526 are two Phillips bolts labelled
shipping
screws.
Though
the
manual
didn 't even hint at their existence. I took
them off. You may leave them In at your
own
risk.
Having
assembled
umpteen
mechanical and electronic devices. I have
page 92
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never met a shipping screw. bolt. brace or
gizmo that wasn't meant to . be removed
before operation.
In the same prep section Is this marvellous obfuscation .
"Hold the ribbon cartridge with the
plastic knob at the top left side. then set
It on the two side frames of the printer
mechanism with tilting the cartridge so the
two front hooks on the side frames be engaged with two catches on both the left
and right sides of bottom of cartridge. then
steer down wh ile press ing the ribbo n side
so the two side tabs of cartridge are positioned Into the slots on the side frames of
the printer mechanism."
Whew!
The Illustrations show pretty well how to
install the ribbon . which looks very much
like
an
Epson
MX-80
cartridge.
I've
heard that Epson makes the 1526. Just be
careful. when loading the cartri dge. that
you slip It far enough forward . away from
the print head. so that only the ribbon Itself Is near the platten . Then . if It Is
properly centered right to left. it should
snap ln. Never force it. but try to match
tabs on the cartridge with niches In the chassis.
Oh yes. Swing the pape r ball up out of
the way first. or you will snag the ribbon. The bail Is that little rod with two
rubber rollers on It on the top front of the
platten. The platten Is the large black
roller around which the paper goes. But
you already knew that. right?
The Commodore guessbook shows how
paper holder. but
to install the wire
doesn ' t mention that you must route Incoming continuous forms UNDERNEATH it. so
that printed sheets may accumulate on top
of lt. Never use this rack to hold a box of

PRINTER
teed paper. That will bend it or pull the
printer off the table.

have to play around to
how a command works.

Loading the paper isn 't really explained. but should be obvious to anyone
who has used a typewriter. It's easter to
use the knob on the side of the housing
to advance the paper than the paper feed
button that Commodore recommends.

The format control commands. being
peculiar to this smart peripheral, are the
only ones not explained In other books.
These are sent to the 1526 through a
third and optional parameter of the OPEN
command called the "secondary address· or
"SA". SA's regulate the printing of dollar
signs. leading zeros . PET graphics. userdefined characters. lines per page. line
spacing. diagnostic messages, etc.

one Important control not described or
shown is the pressure release lever just to
the left of the piatten . Cl always speak as
though you were facing the front of the
printer.>
When
pulled
toward
you.
it
releases the pressure rollers beneath the
platten .
allowing
the
paper
to
slide
around somewhat. This looseness enables
you to adjust a single sheet of paper so
that It is perfectly straight. Then you can
push the lever back to lock the paper
tight so It won't shift during printing.
Always keep the lever forward when printing on continuous forms. If you don't.
slight speed differences between the tractor and the tight platten will eventually
tear. crinkle or skew your paper. A resulting paper jam could damage the 1526.
'

Both tractors are very hard to slide to
adjust for paper width. The left pinwheel
moves only about 1/2 Inch right and left.
Don't try to move it farther . The right
pinwheel will slide left past the centre of
the platten. Hold the rod on which they are
mounted when
you
adjust them . and
apply force as gently as possible to ease
strain on the chassis .
PROGRAMMING PITFALLS
If
you
don't
know
BASIC.
you
probably won't want to learn it by programming this device. If you do know it.
you'll
probably
muddle
through.
Explanations of the various
commands
aren't very clear. Many vital steps are
shown
In
the
examples.
but
never
covered In the narrative. in some cases.
questions are answered further along so.
when In doubt. keep reading. A VIC or 64
programmer ' s reference manual can sometimes clear up the murk. Often. you'll just

see for yourself

The
manual
says
11
SA's
are
available. then lists only 1o. o through 9.
That list Is wrong. There Is no #8. 8
should be 9. and 9 should be 10. Cut and
paste marks Indicate that an 11th control
code once existed. but was removed. In the
Individual examples. the two last SA's are
correctly numbered 9 and 10. Does this
deletion have anything to do with the
recall of this printer after It was released
last June?
The 1526' s on-board RAM can hold
only one user-defined character at a
time . printing it when CHR$<254) Is sent by
the program. Yet any shape that can be
created In an BxB dot matrix can be
placed In that RAM by sending a character string variable containing the shape.
Thus . an entire character set can be held
In the computer's memory. The characters must be sent one at a time, then
printed in a following instruction. To do
that. the 1526 must be OPENed as two different tiles -- one to send the special
characters to printer RAM. and another to
print them and everything else. Important:
only one user-defined character can be
printed on a line. though It can be
repeated on that line many times. Use of
PET graphics Is unlimited.
Control code 10 Is the printer reset. It
is not explained at alii According to common sense and my own experiments. It
works the same as turning the machine
OFF then ON again. It wipes out all format instructions and returns the print head
to
the
far
left.
It's
easter on
the
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PRINTER
electronics to use SA10 than the power switch.
In stead of the skip <blank> character .
CHR$ <29> .
spaces
enclosed
In
quotes
usually work. A semicolon does the same
as in a screen print command. while a
comma inserts 11 blanks. SPC works if it
isn ' t the first Item in a print command.
TAB acts like SPC Instead of the sc reen TAB.
When setting the number of li nes per
page . do not include the six lines that the
1526 automatically skips at each page
break. If you want 33 lines/page <double ,
spacing on 11" paper>. for example . code
in 27. To set the number of lines per inch . the user's guide says to divide 144 by
the number of lines desi red and plug the
quotient
Into
the
command .
WRONG!
Divide the lines/Inch figure into 216. Then
use that quotient. Example : to get 3 LPI
<double spacing> . 216/3=72 . Plug in 72 .

Commodore has made its fortune by
mass-producing state-of-the- art equipment
dirt cheap. If it ever does -release Its new
business machines. it should thin out the
flock of stale turkeys that sell for over $50
a pound because of three silly initials on
their faceplates. Even though the Fortune
500 boys buy pr estige rather than valu e.
lots of small businessmen will appreciate
reasonable prices . But big. billion-dollar-ayear Commodore will have to stop putti ng
out manuals that look like preliminary
documentation from upstart companies that
can't afford to do it r ight. It could at
least h ire some smart Alec like me to tell
it what non-technical users
might
not
understand.
Keep this article around . Kiddies. If you
ever purchase Commodore ' s little best buy .
the 1 526 . you ' II need it.
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' Attention, PET, VIC and C64 OWners: Our new line features reasonably-priced, top-quality programs, including
teacher utility (grading, attendance, test-making, others);
Statistics series; educational games; drill; and a stock options program. Additional programs available In all subteet areas. Specify machine. Accessories catalog (disks,
word processors, etc.) available upon request Contact
Melcher Software-TP, P.O. Box 213, Midland, Michigan
48640. (517) 631-7607. jun

CLASSIFIED ADS
5 Cents per word, with $1.00 Minimum.
Payment in advance to:
TORPET CLASSIRED
Horning's Mills. Onl
Canada LON 1JO
The - TORPET reserves the right to limit
buslnesaes placed in the classified column.

ada

from

Gemini-10/Microworld 302 OWners: Don't buy another
interface to get listings of Commodore/TPUG basic 1541
~-----------------------~ disk programs from your C64! Printer or screen option.
Full conversion of cursor controls <CD>, etc, Send
FOR SALE
$19.95 (U.S.) PPD to Computer Survival Skills, 8373
Bevan, San Gabrie~ CA 91775. for Listergem program on
disk. JUn
Heavyweight Championship Fight! Strategy (,n ot arcade) game on tape for Commodore 64. Manage the sixteen greatest boxers of all time. NCM Basketball, due
Modem OWners It's Here! A complete directory of
m January. Relative Baseball, due tn Apnl. $11.95 per
BBS (Bulletin Board System) telephone numbers. This
game, $2 postage/handling per order. No Limits
guide contains thousands of active BBS numbers you can
Software, Box 2605, Madison, Wisconsm, 53701 . n
access from home, as well as pointers on accessing BBS
systems. Get programs, information and user help from
Re-lnk your used printer ribbons for only pennies,
across the country. A must for any modem user, a
agam and agatn, w1th the Mac Mark II motorized reessential.
Ask
tor
the
"BBS
telecommunications
mklng machme. Fully guaranteed, for any model, inReference Guide". Send $9,95 to Datacomp, 2230 "K"
cludes 1nk for 20 mktngs. To order, send cheque or
street, Eureka, California, 95501 . d
money order for $84.95 + P.S.T., where applicable, to
Reine., Box 5555, Concord, ON~ L4K 186, or phone (416)
SuperPET and 2031 Disk dnve for sale. In excellent
635-6820/928-0691.
Visa
and
Mastercard
accepted.
condition. Guaranteed tor 30 days against defect
Please allow 4-6 weeks for dehvery. Specify make and
Includes Micro Basic, Micro Fortran, Micro Pascal and Word
model of prmter. Save Bundle$. s
Pro, plus 4 software. Asking $1,600.00. Call 416-839-7163
(Pickenng).
Stuntman Spelling A quality field-tested educational
game for kids of all ages. Purchase 1 program and make
Malie Money with Your Micro. Amazing new book
up to 25 free copies for school or home. Our policy on all
shows you how, little or no investment needed. Send $7
for
your copy
TODAY. Esteret Enterprises, 7305
products.
Stuntman
for
VIC, or PET $24.95 to:
Woodbine Ave., Suite 103, Markham, Ont L3R 3V7.
Synchronizmg Education and Games, 668 Sherene
Terrace, London, ON. canada N6H 3K1. o
Games for Unexpanded VJC-20 Computer on tape. Send
$5 tor each game (max. 30 games), name, address, and a
Computer Desk: Compact functional design, will orcassette mailer to Trevor Crawford, 155 14th Ave.
ganize your total computer system and provide a large
Hanover, Ont~ canada, N4N · 3K4. All tapes sent first-class.
work area on one level. A shelved area provides plenty of
storage space for software and manuals. Complete unit
cut from one sHeet of plywood, detailed plans and instructions. Send $5.00 to J. Barnard, P.O. Box 191-D, Mount
Forest, Ontario. tun
Commodore SuperPET computer with 4040 dual disk
dnve (2020 upgraded), manuals, cables, Black Box ABC
switch, and MSD IEEE C64 interface. This hardware can
be used to inter-connect two computers. $950.00 U.S. Also
BPI Accounting System (includes ROM chip in SuperPET
and manual). $150.00 U.S. Call (919)424-1670. jun
Commodore Computer OWners._Still paying those high
prices for your computer programs? Well, Micro-Wood has
famous brand-name games, utilities, business and educational programs at super low discount prices. Come to
Micro-Wood for our everyday low discount rates and get
more for your money. Send today for free details: MicroWood Software, Dept-T, Box 243, Morton, PA. 19070, U.SA
fUll

---- -- --------------------------------- - ---~~---------

C64 and VIC- 20 Programs for sale: Top-selhng games
such as Beach Head and Jumpman, as well as hundreds
ot others. For a complete listing, send $3.00 (deducted
from your first order), to Todd Chamberlain, care of
Kilroy Software, 306-598 28th Street East, Prince Albert,
Sas~ canada. Phone (306)764-0158, jun
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Who's the wise, guy, complaining about Garbage Collection?
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IRICHVALEI ·
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MASTER-

$399.95
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LIMITED

Satellite

$149.95

Developing a mind
for the Future. /RTc/
SU PER BASIC s 46.9s co...
. G•ves you 3 d•lferent verStOns of Commodore
Ba siC Programtng Language Vers10n 4 PLU S•
A Butlt '" Mach tne Language MomtOf' '
• O.sk & Fife Ma•ntenance Commands
Data Handlong Commands
Graphocs Plus BaSIC

Compatible w •th Commmodore's
Much Much MOfe 1

··a·· Senes &

RECREATE PROGRAM s 39.9s coN.
RTC 's Answers to Program RecreatiOn
Converts Pronter's F~ 10 SCRIPT 64 ·s Foles

SU PER COPY s 39.9scoN.
Super Fast Oosk Copoes on a 15 4 1
Copy Entire Disk 10 7 M~nutes Of' Less
Copy Selected F~s
Complete Pattern Match•no
Full Prompts

BASIC AID s49.9s cON.

Color 80s 5 9 .gs coN.
Produce s 8 0 Columns Woth Color•
Needs N o E~etra Hardware
Use With Term•nal Programs
Use s No Basic M emory 1n the 6 4
Oevek>p Yo ur Own Programs

Your Akf to Writing Programs
Allows Scrolong Through Programs
Adds 33 more Commands to the Basoc Language
Has Fond. Change. Merge. Move Commands
Convert Hex. Banary and
Numbers and Mofe'

~p.G~

~£-~ c<>"''O'~

l'p.G

SCRIPT 64 & SCRATCH PAD 64s129 .oo cON.
Scropt 6 4.
Word Processor in French and Enghsh

SOColumns
Global Search and Replace
User Created Otctoonary
Spetlong Check
Scratch Pad 6 4
The Database Ma~ u st on One•
Merges wolh Scropt 64 Word Processor
Pronl out Labels. Envelopes. M aol l.Jsl & More•
Suolable wolh both Single and Dual Oosk Droves
Fully C64 u nk Com patible

C64 LINK ©
The Smart 64
Give These Expanded Capabilities
to Your 64 and VIC 20
• The ability to transfer data from any type o f device to another
(IEEE, Serial, Parallel)
• BASIC 4.0 which allows you t o run m ore PET BASIC programs
and gives you extended disk and 1/0 commands.

• The ability to have several 64s on line together . sharing common IEEE devices such as disks or printers with Spooling
Capability.

• Built-in machine language monitor.

$185.00 CAN ADIAN

• A built-in terminal or modem program which allows the system
to communicate through a modem to many bulletin board
systems and o ther computer mainframes.
• Compatabilitywith CP/ M.

Contact your local Commodore dealer or RTC.
Payments b y VISA, MASTERCARD or BANK TRANSFER.
Mail orders also by certified c hequ e, etc.

10610 Bayview Avenue (Bayview Plaza I

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4C 3N8

1416) 884-4165

